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your
voyage
log book
The real voyage of discovery
consists not in seeking new
landscapes, but in having new eyes.

A voyage is meant
to refresh the soul
It’s a soulful voyage that lets you explore a world
that’s about freedom and opportunities; making
you wonder about wonders. All it takes is a step that
leads to an extraordinary experience with a
promise of becoming a NEW-YOU!

A voyage
anchors possibilities
Unfolding new perspectives through a voyage can
open a sea of possibilities; enabling you to make your
own decisions. This voyage is all about self-discovery
and self-empowerment!

A voyage steers you
ahead of competition
Challenges that await you on this voyage are stiff,
stubborn and hungry to rip you apart; demanding
the best from you in order to make you stronger than
your competitors. Become bold and better!

A voyage directs you
towards success
With every second that passes by, this
voyage sets out to be your guide in itself;
impelling you towards the desired treasure.
Welcome Aboard!
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The empires of the
future are the empires
of the mind
Message from the Founder and Director, Virtual Voyage
Mr. Abhay Jain
Winston Churchill had made just the perfect sense when he said above lines. It’s
high time to imply these words.
To rule the future, we might have to pull up our socks and think of different ways
to get on the top. The direct road might seem easier but facing the challenge and
making it up to the top is a different feat. In the history of time, it has never been
easy to accept change and support the revolution. But, to be a leader, change is
what you want. It’s time to culminate different vocational streams like design,
media and management and make a distinctive choice from the wide range of
new age courses. Since the crowd is mostly unaware about the career
opportunities in these streams, we believe in focusing on industry relevant
training with specialization to provide students a strong platform.
Our mission is to train young minds into industry ready professionals. We strive
to provide training at par with international standards. We aim to polish the
hidden talents and develop employability skills by exposing them to a variety of
learning experiences. Virtual Voyage with SAGE University is all set for the neo
age professionals who want to make it big in the future by their uniqueness and
thirst for the best. We train students to empower their minds and in turn, take
onto the world. It’s time to defy all the myths and set up new pillars of posterity.
It’s time to be all you have always wanted to be.
Let’s proceed and study together, to make your dreams come true.
All the Best!
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A token of respect
to the people
whose advice makes
all the difference
What makes a river take a decision to submerge
in sea? Did the land advise her to do so for the
betterment of terrestrial and aquatic beings?
A good advice is basically a fortune found!

Thoughts from the
Board of Advisors
Mr. Vivek Tripathi , holds an MBA in ﬁnance & strategy from IIT Lucknow
with more than 14 years of diversiﬁed business experience in corporate
banking, corporate ﬁnance, construction funding, mortgages and textile
industry. He has been associated with organisations like ICICI Bank,
Reliance Capital, Sintex industries & Grasim and is currently associated
with AU Financier (India) Ltd.

"I have known Mr. Abhay Jain from the time we studied together. We
were batch mates studying different ﬁelds of engineering in the same
college. I still remember when we ﬁrst came to Indore and called home
from the STD booth, he would always be enquiring about the crops if they
were sown and watered. I coaxed him a lot to let go of the village life and

Mr. Vivek Tripathi

get back to the present engineering course which he was pursuing but I
believe that this orientation was his strength. He has the ability to be involved in different areas and at the same
time be detail oriented. He stuck to his roots but his curiosity and interest have aided his success. I wish him
and Virtual Voyage College all the best for the future endeavors!"

Ms. Brown has more than 25 years of experience in business
development, branding and positioning, institutional audits and quality
control. Prior to joining Al Najah Education UAE, Ms. Brown has
worked with various academic institutions like Emerald Heights
International School, Choithram Higher Secondary School, IL&FS
Education and Technology Services, Everonn Education Limited and
GEMS Education gaining notable expertise in systems and policies,
operational standards and assessments.. She is also a certiﬁed Program
Leader for the ‘Cambridge International Certiﬁcate Program in
Teaching and Learning’.

Ms. Karen Brown
“Practically every member of my family has been a teacher and that has
motivated and driven me to break out and always do something different. Hence, I have travelled extensively
and have been acquainted with different cultures. My own academic sojourn has empowered me to think
laterally. For students like me who have a penchant for a unique global experience, Virtual Voyage College has
provided a platform to fulﬁll our fervent dreams. Here, one is able to express oneself through modern design
and unique, creative style. The students have access to innovative academic programs and experiential learning
opportunities. The country needs more such institutes providing fresh and ground breaking direction to lakhs
of youngsters. I wish Virtual Voyage College and their team good luck in all their endeavors.”

Mr. Shrikant Mandhanya is a thorough ﬁnance professional holding an
MBA degree in Finance from Narsee Monjee Institute of Management
Studies, Mumbai, FRM (GARP) and is also a fellow member of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (FCA). He has 8+ years
experience of Finance, Audit, Operations and Leadership in the
healthcare industry. He is currently working with NMC Healthcare
Plc, a London Stock Exchange (LSE) listed company, as Senior
Manager Corporate Finance with involvement in ﬁnalization of group
accounts, budgeting and also looking after new acquisitions done by
the group. Prior to this, he has worked with Fortis Healthcare Ltd, one of
the leading healthcare companies in India, for 7 years and has taken up
various roles in ﬁnance function including audit, accounting, due

Mr. Shrikant Mandhanya

diligence, ERP implementation, supply chain and IT. His last stint at Fortis
was as Zonal Finance Controller for NCR II region, heading ﬁnance function
of 5 hospitals in NCR and Jaipur.

"I have been acquainted with Mr. Abhay Jain for a couple of years. He operates with the principle of acting ﬁrst
and thinking later, which is contrary to what we from the ﬁnancial sector are trained to believe in. We believe in
stringent risk analysis, long term assessment and planning only after which we contemplate the projected results
and then prudently step in. 10 years back, I actually balked at him for his methods. Today perceiving from
where I sit, I believe he was right to take swift action, a requisite for any business today."

Ms. Shravani Chopra is currently working at Al Khawarizmi
International College – Continuing Education Center (CEC), Abu
Dhabi. Her areas of expertise are: Education Management, Operations
Management, Sales Marketing & Branding, Franchise Network
Management. She has exhibited excellence in Strategic Planning,
Business Development, P&L Management, Resource Management,
Budgeting & Relationship Management. She is well versed with SOP
Development & Life Cycle Management with focus on accomplishing
organizational goals & objectives. She has been associated with
Companies like Aptech, Pentasoft Technologies Ltd, Maya Academy of
Advanced Cinematics, Ideacount Education and more.

Ms. Shravani Chopra
"Mr. Abhay Jain was a very dynamic business partner of the brand Framebox where I was heading
operations. My experience with Mr. Jain, while he was investing in partnerships and propelling my
franchise’s growth into new heights was that he cared deeply about the success and was undeterred while
taking on new challenges. I clearly remember we displayed his Indore center’s performance across all
Franchisee centers as a benchmark. He is equipped with great skills in mastering any arena. He is adept at
growing business opportunities surrounding complex businesses and addressing organizational issues.
I have no doubt that the undertaking of Virtual Voyage College spearheaded by Mr. Jain’s direction & guidance
is going to break many boundaries reaching many youth of our nation. I wish that they scale new heights.”
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Mr. Ankit Jain is a dynamic Senior Software Developer at Deluxe Financial
Services, Detroit, MI, USA. Holding a Master’s degree in Computer
Science from The University of Georgia, USA and is certiﬁed in scrum
training for agile development. He recently launched an IOS and
Android app. He has 6+years extensive experience in delivering
success in all phases of software development & project life cycle. A
results-driven project leader, ensuring excellence in requirements
gathering and 4-phase analysis processes to create top-tier products
and services. He is proﬁcient in Mobile app development, Java & C#,
with strong attention to detail. He is very adept at leveraging new
methodologies & tools to streamline as well as improve core processes,
boost system performances, and achieve highest level of customer
satisfaction. He is a very dependable role model for all younger developers
and exhibits excellent team work.

Mr. Ankit Jain

"Mr. Abhay Jain is a friend that I have made through social media. Having studied within the Indian education
system, I have watched so many students that pass out with the same traditional courses year after year with
perpetual maddening job rush and the youth not being effectively utilized for our economy. I have followed
eminent educationists in India and in the process found Mr. Abhay Jain’s proﬁle. Since then I have been
following his actions, steps & moves in this ﬁeld. Rapid growth is clearly visible!"

Mr. Prashant Charpe

Mr. Prashant Charpe is an astute IT professional with over 13 years
plus of extensive experience in Service Delivery /Project Management
with Financial Domain knowledge of Project Management Ofﬁce. His
“big-picture” vision is a hallmark of a consensus-driven leadership
style that encourages ownership and empowers staff to brainstorm
solutions. He is respected for troubleshooting acuity and capacity to
think “outside the square” for more effective outcomes. His intuitive
business sense and an instant grasp of new technologies underpin
dedication to steer streamlined operations within a cost-effective and
productive IT function. He has expertise in managing customers in
very challenging conditions across Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand,
Philippines, Vietnam, and Australia. He is currently the Senior Service
Delivery for South East Asia(including Australia & New Zealand) with
a multinational company based out of Singapore.

"I have known Mr. Abhay Jain personally, both of us initiated our careers together and we were roommates too.
An early bird, he used go out for work in the early hours of the morning. We even ate together at the mess and
on numerous occasions, Mr. Jain would miss his evening meals as the mess would close at sharp 9:00 and did
not entertain service after that. He missed his meals as he was helping students to solve their queries. I then
noticed he was a man of commitment with a dedicated focus on his goals. Regardless of the obstacles, he
remained upbeat and full of ideas. He has consistently pushed the bar to a higher level. He has a passion and
zeal for the things he is involved in, both at work and outside of work.
Today, I see how far he has come and is primarily focused on training young minds and empowering them. His
new ideas and execution techniques have always been instrumental in contributing towards creating a niche and
a strong foundation in contemporary education in our country. I wish him and Virtual Voyage College luck in
this mammoth task!"

Ms. Meghna Salil holds a Masters degree in business management with a
specialisation in marketing from University of Pune. Being in corporate
sales & marketing for over eleven years, she has in her experience
repertoire a diverse mix of service industries like hospitality, logistics,
education and media. She is an excellent communicator and a people’s
person.
Starting her career with the Taj Group of Hotels, and Exel India Ltd.
she moved onto her true forte – Media. She worked with Bennett,
Coleman & Co. Ltd (BCCL) aka The Times of India Group and also as a
Regional Head – M.P and Chhattisgarh at Living Media India Ltd aka
The India Today group. She is currently in Seattle, Washington working
as a Financial Consultant.

Ms. Meghana Salil
“I have had the opportunity of working closely with Mr. Abhay Jain, and Virtual Voyage College in the initial
stage of my career. That was also the beginning for Virtual Voyage College with merely 3 members of staff. I
have learnt a lot from him and ﬁne-tuned my skills that has helped me advance my career. I cherish the
experience to this day. He is very focused and decisive, consistently enabling his employees to make decisions on
their own and get him(Mr. Jain himself) involved when needed. He is an extremely intelligent and hard
working person. His winsome personality helps him easily build relationships with everyone.
I have no doubt that Virtual Voyage College is going to touch many young minds and help them leave a mark
in their lives. I wish them all the success!"

Mr. Ashish Lunkad is a Senior International Executive Leader, CEO/
CFO/ PRESIDENT/ DIRECTOR with over 16 years of experience in
International Finance & Banking, Global Economics, Import/Export,
Sales Management, Negotiation, Business Development, Information
Technology and holds a Master’s Degree in Management & Finance.
Mr. Ashish maintains a proven track record of accomplishments in
setting up mutually beneﬁcial international and domestic trade and
funding agreements between corporations with agreement value
ranging from $10 million to $10 billion. Further, he displays the
ability to develop strategic long term partnerships and communicate
effectively with all levels of decision makers.

Mr. Ashish Lunkad

"Mr. Abhay Jain has been associated with me as a junior since 2002. I
remember offering him an opportunity to join me.

I knew this well that he had big plans to fuel the passion of youngsters like him, youngsters who had no
appropriate career guidance and took up wrong decisions. These decisions at times proved fatal, which is quite
rampant now. Having no ﬁnancial support from his family, he worked hard to introduce courses as per the
need of the hour. Progressively, he started capturing the hearts of many youth of ﬁrst the city, the state and
gradually the nation.
I can assure you that in the next 5 years Virtual Voyage College will be the biggest organization for speciﬁcally
such modern day courses. I wish him all the best in his journey as he steers the youth of today!"
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Modern day career courses
New Age Career Treats
Fashion Design

Ÿ

B.Sc. In Electronic Media

Ÿ

M.Sc. in Electronic Media

Ÿ

B.Des. In Fashion Design

Ÿ

Ÿ

B.Voc. In Fashion Design

C2EMed {Certiﬁcate Course in Electronic
Media (Level 1)}

Ÿ

M.Des. In Fashion Design

Ÿ

Ÿ

C2FD {(Certiﬁcate Course in Fashion Design
(Level 1)}

AC2EMed {Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Electronic Media (Level 2)}

Ÿ

AC2FD {(Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Fashion Design (Level 2)}

SC2EMed {Specialized Certiﬁcate Course in
Electronic Media (Level 3)}

Ÿ

SC2FD {(Specialized Certiﬁcate Course in
Fashion Design (Level 3)}

Ph.D. in Science (In Any speciﬁc remarkable
subject related to Electronic Media)

Ÿ

BBA in Digital Media Management

Ÿ

MBA in Digital Media Management

Ÿ

C2DM {Certiﬁcate Course in Digital Media
Management (Level 1)}/ Diploma in Social
Marketing

Ÿ

AC2DM {Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Digital Media Management (Level 2)}

Ÿ

SC2DM {Specialized Certiﬁcate Course in
Digital Media Management (Level 3)}

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Digital Media
Management)

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ph.D. In Design (In Any speciﬁc remarkable
subject related to Fashion Design)

Interior Design
Ÿ

B.Des. In Interior Design

Ÿ

B.Voc. In Interior Design

Ÿ

M.Des. In Interior Design

Ÿ

Diploma/ C2ID {(Certiﬁcate Course In
Interior Design (Level 1)}

Ÿ

AC2ID {(Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Interior Design (Level 2)}

Ÿ

BBA in Events Management

SC2ID {(Specialized Certiﬁcate Course in
Interior Design (Level 3)}

Ÿ

MBA in Events Management

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

AC2APV (Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Architectural Pre-Visualization)

C2EM {(Certiﬁcate Course in Events
Management (Level 1)}

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ph.D. In Design (In Any speciﬁc remarkable
subject related to Interior Design)

AC2EM {Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Events Management (Level 2)}

Ÿ

SC2EM {Specialized Certiﬁcate Course in
Events Management (Level 3)}

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Events
Management)

Ÿ

BBA in Advertising & PR Management

Ÿ

MBA in Advertising & PR Management

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Advertising &
PR Management)

Mass Communication
& Journalism
Ÿ

BA in Journalism

Ÿ

MA in Journalism

Ÿ

C2JMC {Certiﬁcate Course in Journalism &
Mass Communication (Level 1)}

Ÿ

AC2JMC {Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Journalism & Mass Communication (Level 2)}

Ÿ

BBA in Media & Entertainment Business
Management

Ÿ

SC2JMC {Specialized Certiﬁcate Course in
Journalism & Mass Communication (Level 3)}

Ÿ

MBA in Media & Entertainment Business
Management

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Journalism & Mass Communication
(In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject related to
Journalism)

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Media &
Entertainment Business Management)

Digital Media Management

Ÿ

AC2AVFX {(Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
3D Animation & Visual Effects (with
specialization)}

Ÿ

AC2VFX (Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Visual Effects)

Ÿ

BBA in Digital Media Management

Ÿ

• MBA in Digital Media Management

Ÿ

• C2DM {Certiﬁcate Course in Digital Media
Management (Level 1)}/ Diploma in Social
Marketing

Ÿ

Ÿ

• AC2DM {Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Digital Media Management (Level 2)}

C2DFM (Certiﬁcate Course in Digital Film
Making)/ Diploma/ Certiﬁcate Course in
Audio Visual Production

Ÿ

B.P.A. (Bachelor of Performing Arts)

Ÿ

• SC2DM {Specialized Certiﬁcate Course in
Digital Media Management (Level 3)}

Ÿ

M.P.A. (Master of Performing Arts)

Ÿ

Ÿ

• Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Digital Media
Management)

C2PA {Certiﬁcate Course in
Performing Arts (Acting/ Dancing/
Choreography/ Modelling)}

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Performing Arts (In any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Performing Arts)

Events Management
Animation & Visual Effects.

Ÿ

BBA in Events Management

Ÿ

MBA in Events Management

Ÿ

C2EM {(Certiﬁcate Course in Events
Management (Level 1)}

Ÿ

AC2EM {Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Events Management (Level 2)}

Ÿ

SC2EM {Specialized Certiﬁcate Course in
Events Management (Level 3)}
Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Events
Management)

Ÿ

Ÿ

B.V.A. (Bachelor of Visual Arts) in Film
Making- CG Film Making (Animation &
Visual Effects)

Ÿ

M.V.A. (Master of Visual Arts) in Film MakingCG Film Making (Animation & Visual Effects)

Ÿ

B.Voc. In Animation & Visual Effects

Ÿ

AC2APV (Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Architectural Pre-Visualization)

Ÿ

C2AVFX {(Certiﬁcate Course in 3D Animation
& Visual Effects (with specialization)}

Ÿ

AC2AVFX {(Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
3D Animation & Visual Effects (with
specialization)}

Film Making
Ÿ

B.V.A. (Bachelor of Visual Arts)
Making - Live Action Film Making

in Film

Ÿ

AC2VFX (Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Visual Effects)

Ÿ

M.V.A. (Master of Visual Arts) in Film Making Live Action Film Making

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Performing Arts (In any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Film MakingLive Action Film Making)

C2DFM (Certiﬁcate Course in Digital Film
Making)/ Diploma/ Certiﬁcate Course in
Audio Visual Production

Ÿ

Ÿ

B.V.A. (Bachelor of Visual Arts) in Film
Making- CG Film Making (Animation & Visual
Effects)

Ph.D. in Performing Arts {(In any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Film MakingCG Film Making (Animation & VFX)}

Ÿ

M.V.A. (Master of Visual Arts) in Film MakingCG Film Making(Animation & Visual Effects)

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Performing Arts {(In any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Film Making- CG
Film Making (Animation & VFX)}

Ÿ

C2AVFX {(Certiﬁcate Course in 3D Animation
& Visual Effects (with specialization)}
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Electronic Media

Hotel Management
Ÿ

BHM (Bachelor of Hotel Management)

Ÿ

B.Sc. In Electronic Media

Ÿ

MHM (Master in Hotel Management)

Ÿ

M.Sc. in Electronic Media

Ÿ

Diploma/ Certiﬁcate Coures in Hotel
Management & Catering Technology/
(C2HM) Certiﬁcate Course in Hotel
Management (Level 1)

Ÿ

C2EMed {Certiﬁcate Course in Electronic
Media (Level 1)}

Ÿ

AC2EMed {Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Electronic Media (Level 2)}

Ÿ

SC2EMed {Specialized Certiﬁcate Course in
Electronic Media (Level 3)}

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Science (In Any speciﬁc remarkable
subject related to Electronic Media)

Ÿ

BA in Journalism

Ÿ

MA in Journalism

Ÿ

C2JMC {Certiﬁcate Course in Journalism &
Mass Communication (Level 1)}

Ÿ

AC2JMC {Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Journalism & Mass Communication (Level 2)}

Ÿ

SC2JMC {Specialized Certiﬁcate Course in
Journalism & Mass Communication (Level 3)}

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Journalism & Mass Communication

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Hotel Management
(In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject
related to Hotel Management)

Performing Arts
Ÿ

B.P.A. (Bachelor of Performing Arts)

Ÿ

M.P.A. (Master of Performing Arts)

Ÿ

C2PA {Certiﬁcate Course in Performing Arts
(Acting/ Dancing/ Choreography/
Modelling)}

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Performing Arts (In any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Performing Arts)

(In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject related to Journalism)

Multimedia
Ÿ

B.Voc. (Bachelor of vocation) in Web Design
(Web Technologies/ Multimedia)

Ÿ

B.Sc.in Web Design (Web Technologies/
Multimedia)

Ÿ

Brand Management
Ÿ

BBA in Brand Management

Ÿ

MBA in Brand Management

M.Sc. In Web Design (Web Technologies/
Multimedia)

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In any speciﬁc remarkable
subject related to Brand Management)

Ÿ

C2PDD {Certiﬁcate Course in Print &
Digital Design (Level 1)}

Ÿ

BBA in Media & Entertainment Business
Management

Ÿ

C2RWD {Certiﬁcate Course in Responsive
Web Design (Level 2)}

Ÿ

MBA in Media & Entertainment Business
Management

Ÿ

C2FED {(Certiﬁcate Coures in Front End
Devevelopment (Level 3)}

Ÿ

Ÿ

C2WD {(Certiﬁcate Course in Web
Development (Level 4)}

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Media &
Entertainment Business Management)

Ÿ

Ÿ

C3M {(Certiﬁcate Course in Comprehensive
Multimedia (Level 5)}

BBA in Design & Communication
Management

Ÿ

Ÿ

C2MM {Certiﬁcate Course in Multimedia
(Level 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5)}

MBA in Design & Communication
Management

Ÿ

Ÿ

C2MADD (Certiﬁcate Course in Mobile
Applications Design & Development)

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Design &
Communication Management)

Ph.D. in Science {(In Any speciﬁc remarkable
subject related to Web Design (Web
Technologies/ Multimedia)}

Ÿ

Ÿ

BBA in Advertising & PR Management

Ÿ

MBA in Advertising & PR Management

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Advertising
& PR Management)

Advertising & PR Management

Ÿ

C2PDD {Certiﬁcate Course in Print & Digital
Design (Level 1)}

Ÿ

BBA in Advertising & PR Management

Ÿ

Ÿ

MBA in Advertising & PR Management

C2RWD {Certiﬁcate Course in Responsive
Web Design (Level 2)}

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Advertising &
PR Management)

Ÿ

C2FED {(Certiﬁcate Coures in Front End
Devevelopment (Level 3)}

Ÿ

C2WD {(Certiﬁcate Course in Web
Development (Level 4)}

Ÿ

C3M {(Certiﬁcate Course in Comprehensive
Multimedia (Level 5)}

Ÿ

C2MM {Certiﬁcate Course in Multimedia
(Level 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5)}

Ÿ

C2MADD (Certiﬁcate Course in Mobile
Applications Design & Development)

Ÿ

Ph.D. In Design (In Any speciﬁc remarkable
subject related to UI & UX Design)

Aviation &
Hospitality Management
Ÿ

BBA in Aviation & Hospitality Management

Ÿ

MBA in Aviation & Hospitality Management

Ÿ

Diploma/ C2AHM (Certiﬁcate Course in
Aviation & Hospitality Management)/
Diploma in Air Hostess

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Aviation &
Hospitality Management)

Product Design
Ÿ

B.Des. In Product Design

Ÿ

M.Des. In Product Design

Ÿ

Certiﬁcate Course in CAD/ CAM

Beauty, Personal Care &
Salon Management
Ÿ

BBA in Beauty, Personal Care & Salon
Management

Ÿ

MBA in Beauty, Personal Care & Salon
Management

Ÿ

C2BPCSM (Certiﬁcate Course in Beauty,
Personal Care & Salon Management)

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Beauty,
Personal Care & Salon Management)

Automobile Design
Ÿ

B.Des. In Automobile Design

Ÿ

M.Des. In Automobile Design

Ÿ

Certiﬁcate Course in CAD/ CAM

User Interactive &
User Experience Design
Ÿ

B.Des. In User Interactive & User
Experience Design

Media & Entertainment
Business Management
Ÿ

BBA in Media & Entertainment Business
Management

Ÿ

MBA in Media & Entertainment Business
Management

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Media &
Entertainment Business Management)

Ÿ

M.Des. In User Interactive & User
Experience Design

Ÿ

B.Voc. (Bachelor of vocation) in Web Design
(Web Technologies/ Multimedia)

Ÿ

BBA in Design & Communication
Management

Ÿ

B.Sc.in Web Design (Web Technologies/
Multimedia)

Ÿ

MBA in Design & Communication
Management

Ÿ

M.Sc. In Web Design (Web Technologies/
Multimedia)

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Design &
Communication Management)
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Ÿ

BBA in Brand Management

Ÿ

MBA in Brand Management

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Brand
Management)

Design &
Communication Management
Ÿ

BBA in Design & Communication
Management

Ÿ

MBA in Design & Communication
Management

Ÿ

BBA in Advertising & PR Management

Ÿ

MBA in Advertising & PR Management

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Advertising &
PR Management)

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Design &
Communication Management)

CSR & NGO Management

Ÿ

BBA in Brand Management

Ÿ

MBA in Brand Management

Ÿ

BBA in CSR & NGO Management

Ÿ

MBA in CSR & NGO Management

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to CSR & NGO
Management)

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Brand
Management)

Ÿ

BBA in Advertising & PR Management

Ÿ

MBA in Advertising & PR Management

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Advertising &
PR Management)

Ÿ

BBA in Media & Entertainment Business
Management

Ÿ

MBA in Media & Entertainment Business
Management

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Media &
Entertainment Business Management)

Ÿ

C2PDD {Certiﬁcate Course in Print & Digital
Design (Level 1)}

Ÿ

C2RWD {Certiﬁcate Course in Responsive
Web Design (Level 2)}

Retail Management
Ÿ

BBA in Retail Management

Ÿ

MBA in Retail Management

Ÿ

Diploma/ C2RM (Certiﬁcate Course In Retail
Management)/ Post- Graduate Diploma in
Retail Management

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Retail
Management)

Hardware & Networking
Ÿ

B.Sc. in Hardware & Networking

Ÿ

M.Sc. in Hardware & Networking

Ÿ

UG/ PG DIPLOMA COURSES in Hardware
& Networking

Ÿ

Certiﬁcate Course in Hardware &
Networking

Ÿ

C2FED {(Certiﬁcate Coures in Front End
Devevelopment (Level 3)}

Ÿ

Microsoft International Certiﬁcation Courses

Ÿ

Ÿ

REDHAT International Certiﬁcation Courses

C2WD {(Certiﬁcate Course in Web
Development (Level 4)}

Ÿ

CISCO International Certiﬁcation Courses

Ÿ

Ÿ

Comp TIA International Certiﬁcation
Courses

C3M {(Certiﬁcate Course in Comprehensive
Multimedia (Level 5)}

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Science (In Any speciﬁc remarkable
subject related to Hardware & Netwroking)

Ÿ

C2MM {Certiﬁcate Course in Multimedia
(Level 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5)}

More Meaningful
Graduations

The ones that are head-turners!
Vibrant UG Degree Programmes
• BBA in Digital Media Management
• BBA in Event Management
• BA in Mass Communication (BAMC)
• B. Des. in Fashion Design
• B. Des. in Interior Design
• B. Sc. in Electronic Media
• B. Voc. In Multimedia (Graphic & Web)
• B.P.A. (Bachelor of Performing Arts)
• B.V.A. (Bachelor of Visual Arts) in
Film Making- CG (Animation & Visual Effects)

• B.V.A. (Bachelor of Visual Arts) in Film Making- Live Action
• BBA in Brand Management
• BHM (Bachelor of Hotel Management)
• BBA in RetailManagement
• BBA in Aviation and Hospitality Management
• BBA in Advertising and Public Relations Management
• BBA in CSR &NGO Management
• BBA in Media & Entertainment Business Management
• BBA in Design and Communication Management
• BBA in Beauty, Personal Care and Salon Management
• B.Des. in User Interactive & User Experience
(UI & UX)Design
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BBA’s New Avtaars

Because New Is Always Better!

Business Studies with an extra edge

• BBA in Digital Media Management
• BBA in Event Management
• BBA in Brand Management
• BBA in Advertising & Public Relations Management
• BBA in Retail Management
• BBA in Design & Communication Management
• BBA in Media & Entertainment Business Management
• BBA in CSR & NGO Management
• BBA in Beauty, Personal Care & Salon Management
• BBA in Aviation & Hospitality Management
• BHM (Bachelor of Hotel Management)
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MBA’s New Avtaars

Management Is The New Cool!
MBA with an undivided interest

• MBA in Digital Media Management
• MBA in Event Management
• MBA in Brand Management
• MBA in Advertising & Public Relations Management
• MBA in Retail Management
• MBA in Design & Communication Management
• MBA in Media & Entertainment Business Management
• MBA in CSR & NGO Management
• MBA in Beauty & Personal Care Management
• MBA in Aviation & Hospitality Management
• MHM (Master of Hotel Management)
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IT & ITES

Courses with job prowess
Digital Media (New Media)
• BBA in Digital Media Management
• MBA in Digital Media Management
• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in Digital Media
Management
• Ph.D. in Digital Media Management

Multimedia (Graphic & Web)
•
•
•
•
•
•

B.Voc. (Bachelor of vocation) in Multimedia
B.Sc. In Multimedia
M.Sc. In Multimedia
UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in Multimedia
Certiﬁcate Course In Print & Digital Design
Certiﬁcate Course In Responsive Web Design
& Development
• Certiﬁcate Course In Web Development
• Certiﬁcate Course In Front End Development
• Certiﬁcate Course in Mobile Applications
Design & Development

Animation & Visual Effects
(CG Film Making)
• B.V.A. (Bachelor of Visual Arts) in Film MakingCG Film Making (Animation & Visual Effects)
• M.V.A. (Master of Visual Arts) in Film MakingCG Film Making (Animation & Visual Effects)
• B.Voc. In Animation & Visual Effects
• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in Architectural
Pre-Visualization
• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in 3D Animation &
Visual Effects (with specialization)
• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in Visual Effects
• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in Digital Film Making
• Ph.D. in Film Making- CG (Animation & Visual
Effects)

Automobile Design
• B.Des. In Automobile Design
• M.Des. In Automobile Design
• Certiﬁcate Courses in CAD/ CAM

Programming Languages
©/ C++/ Java/ PHP/ Oracle….etc.)

User Interactive &
User Experience (UI & UX) Design
• B.Des. In User Interactive & User Exp. Design
• M.Des. In User Interactive & User Exp. Design
• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma In User Interactive
& User Experience Design
• B.Voc. (Bachelor of vocation) in Multimedia
• B.Sc. In Multimedia
• M.Sc. In Multimedia
• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in Multimedia
• Certiﬁcate Course In Print & Digital Design
• Certiﬁcate Course In Responsive Web Design
& Development
• Certiﬁcate Course In Web Development
• Certiﬁcate Course In Front End Development
• Certiﬁcate Course in Mobile Applications
Design & Development
• Ph.D. In User Interactive & User Exp. Design

Hardware & Networking
• UG DEGREE COURSES in Hardware &
Networking
• PG DEGREE COURSES in Hardware &
Networking
• UG/ PG DIPLOMA COURSES in Hardware
& Networking
• CERTIFICATION COURSES in Hardware &
Networking
• Microsoft International Certiﬁcation Courses
• Redhat International Certiﬁcation Courses
• Cisco International Certiﬁcation Courses
• Comp Tia International Certiﬁcation Courses

Computerized Financial
Accounting (Tally)
• Ug Degree Courses In Computerized
Financial Accounting
• Pg Degree Courses In Computerized
Financial Accounting
• Ug/ Pg Diploma Courses In Computerized
Financial Accounting
• Certiﬁcation Courses In Computerized
Financial Accounting

Performing Arts Courses
Training for Talents
Acting/ Theatre Art
• B.P.A. (Bachelor of Performing Arts)
• M.P.A. (Master of Performing Arts)
• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in Acting

Dancing/ Choreography
• Certiﬁcate Course in Dancing/ Choreography

Modeling
• Certiﬁcate Course in Modelling

Disk Jockey (DJing)
• Certiﬁcate Course in Disk Jockey (DJing)

Anchoring/ Video Jockey (VJing)
• Certiﬁcate Course in Anchoring/
Video Jockey (VJing)

Photography/ Videography/
Cinematography
• Certiﬁcate Course in Photography/
Videography/ Cinematography

Radio Jockey (RJing)
• Certiﬁcate Course in RJing (Radio Jockey)
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Design & Art Courses
True art is not to portray but to evoke!

Film Design
(Live Action Film Making)

Fashion Design
•
•
•
•
•

B.Des. In Fashion Design
B.Voc. In Fashion Design
M.Des. In Fashion Design
UG Diploma/ PG Diploma In Fashion Design
Ph.D. In Fashion Design

Interior Design
•
•
•
•
•

B.Des. In Interior Design
B.Voc. In Interior Design
M.Des. In Interior Design
UG Diploma/ PG Diploma In Interior Design
Advance Certiﬁcate Course in Architectural PreVisualization
• Ph.D. In Interior Design

Animation Design
(CG Film Making)
• B.V.A. (Bachelor of Visual Arts) in Film Making- CG
Film Making (Animation & Visual Effects)
• M.V.A. (Master of Visual Arts) in Film Making- CG
Film Making (Animation & Visual Effects)
• B.Voc. In Animation & Visual Effects
• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in Architectural PreVisualization
• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in 3D Animation &
Visual Effects (with specialization)
• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in Visual Effects
• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in Digital Film Making
• Ph.D. in Film Making- CG (Animation & Visual
Effects)

New Media Design
(Digital Media)
• BBA in Digital Media Management
• MBA in Digital Media Management
• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in Digital Media
Management
• Ph.D. in Digital Media Management

Product Design
• B.Des. In Product Design
• M.Des. In Product Design
• Certiﬁcate Courses in CAD/ CAM

• B.V.A. (Bachelor of Visual Arts) in Film Making Live Action Film Making
• M.V.A. (Master of Visual Arts) in Film Making - Live
Action Film Making
• Ph.D. in Film Making - Live Action Film Making
• B.V.A. (Bachelor of Visual Arts) in Film Making- CG
Film Making (Animation & Visual Effects)
• M.V.A. (Master of Visual Arts) in Film Making- CG
Film Making(Animation & Visual Effects)
• Ph.D. in Film Making- CG Film Making (Animation
& Visual Effects)
• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in 3D Animation &
Visual Effects (with specialization)
• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in Visual Effects
• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in Digital Film Making
• B.P.A. (Bachelor of Performing Arts)
• M.P.A. (Master of Performing Arts)
• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in Performing Arts
(Acting/ Dancing/ Choreography/ Modelling)

Multimedia (Graphic & Web)
•
•
•
•
•
•

B.Voc. (Bachelor of vocation) in Multimedia
B.Sc. In Multimedia
M.Sc. In Multimedia
UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in Multimedia
Certiﬁcate Course in Print & Digital Design
Certiﬁcate Course in Responsive Web Design &
Development
• Certiﬁcate Course in Web Development
• Certiﬁcate Course in Front End Development
• Certiﬁcate Course in Mobile Applications Design &
Development

Performing Arts
• B.P.A. (Bachelor of Performing Arts)
• M.P.A. (Master of Performing Arts)
• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in Performing Arts
(Acting/ Dancing/ Choreography/ Modelling)
• Certiﬁcate Course in Dancing/ Choreography

Automobile Design
• B.Des. In Automobile Design
• M.Des. In Automobile Design
• Certiﬁcate Courses in CAD/ CAM

User Interactive & User
Experience (UI & UX) Design
• B.Des. In User Interactive & User Experience Design
• M.Des. In User Interactive & User Experience
Design
• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma In User Interactive &
User Experience Design
• B.Voc. (Bachelor of vocation) in Multimedia
• B.Sc. In Multimedia
• M.Sc. In Multimedia
• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in Multimedia
• Certiﬁcate Course In Print & Digital Design
• Certiﬁcate Course In Responsive Web Design &
Development
• Certiﬁcate Course In Web Development
• Certiﬁcate Course In Front End Development
• Certiﬁcate Course in Mobile Applications Design &
Development
• Ph.D. In User Interactive & User Experience
Design

Brand Management
•
•
•
•

BBA in Brand Management
MBA in Brand Management
Ph.D. in Brand Management
BBA in Media & Entertainment Business
Management
• MBA in Media & Entertainment Business
Management
• Ph.D. in Media & Entertainment Business
Management
• BBA in Design & Communication Management

•
•
•
•
•

MBA in Design & Communication Management
Ph.D. in Design & Communication Management
BBA in Advertising & PR Management
MBA in Advertising & PR Management
Ph.D. in Advertising & PR Management

Design & Communication
Management
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BBA in Design & Communication Management
MBA in Design & Communication Management
Ph.D. in Design & Communication Management
BBA in Brand Management
MBA in Brand Management
Ph.D. in Brand Management
BBA in Advertising & PR Management
MBA in Advertising & PR Management
Ph.D. in Advertising & PR Management
BBA in Media & Entertainment Business
Management
MBA in Media & Entertainment Business
Management
Ph.D. in Media & Entertainment Business
Management
Certiﬁcate Course In Print & Digital Design
Certiﬁcate Course In Responsive Web Design &
Development
Certiﬁcate Course In Web Development
Certiﬁcate Course In Front End Development

Design Institutions’
Entrance Exams Coaching
• Design Institutions’ Entrance Exams Coaching
NID, NATA, NIRT, CEED, NEED,AIEED,
IIT JEE Design, CEPT
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Media & Entertainment Courses

Courses that leads you to a different path
Mass Communication
& Journalism
• BA in Journalism
• MA in Journalism
• Ph.D. in Journalism
• B.Sc. In Electronic Media
• M.Sc. in Electronic Media
• Ph.D. in Electronic Media
• BBA in Digital Media Management
• MBA in Digital Media Management
• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in Digital Media
Management

Media & Entertainment
Business Management
• BBA in Media & Entertainment Business
Management
• MBA in Media & Entertainment Business
Management
• Ph.D. in Media & Entertainment Business
Management
• BBA in Design & Communication
Management
• MBA in Design & Communication
Management

• Ph.D. in Digital Media Management

• Ph.D. in Design & Communication
Management

• BBA in Events Management

• BBA in Brand Management

• MBA in Events Management

• MBA in Brand Management

• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in Events
Management

• Ph.D. in Brand Management

• Ph.D. in Events Management

• MBA in Advertising & PR Management

• BBA in Advertising & PR Management

• Ph.D. in Advertising & PR Management

• BBA in Advertising & PR Management

• MBA in Advertising & PR Management
• Ph.D. in Advertising & PR Management
• BBA in Media & Entertainment Business
Management
• MBA in Media & Entertainment Business
Management
• Ph.D. in Media & Entertainment Business
Management

Brand Management
• BBA in Brand Management
• MBA in Brand Management
• Ph.D. in Brand Management
• BBA in Media &
Entertainment Business Management

Electronic Media

• MBA in Media &
Entertainment Business Management

• B.Sc. In Electronic Media

• Ph.D. in Media &
Entertainment Business Management

• M.Sc. in Electronic Media
• Ph.D. in Electronic Media
• BA in Journalism
• MA in Journalism
• Ph.D. in Journalism

Digital Media (New Media)

• BBA in Design &
Communication Management
• MBA in Design &
Communication Management
• Ph.D. in Design &
Communication Management
• BBA in Advertising & PR Management

• BBA in Digital Media Management

• MBA in Advertising & PR Management

• MBA in Digital Media Management

• Ph.D. in Advertising & PR Management

• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in Digital Media
Management
• Ph.D. in Digital Media Management

Events Management

Film Making

• MBA in Events Management

• B.V.A. (Bachelor of Visual Arts) in Film
Making - Live Action Film Making

• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in
Events Management

• M.V.A. (Master of Visual Arts) in Film
Making - Live Action Film Making

• Ph.D. in Events Management

• Ph.D. in Film Making - Live Action Film
Making

• BBA in Events Management

Advertising & Public Relations
• BBA in Advertising & PR Management
• MBA in Advertising & PR Management
• Ph.D. in Advertising & PR Management

Design & Communication
Management
• BBA in Design &
Communication Management
• MBA in Design &
Communication Management
• Ph.D. in Design &
Communication Management
• BBA in Brand Management
• MBA in Brand Management

• B.V.A. (Bachelor of Visual Arts) in Film
Making- CG Film Making (Animation &
Visual Effects)
• M.V.A. (Master of Visual Arts) in Film
Making- CG Film Making(Animation &
Visual Effects)
• Ph.D. in Film Making- CG Film Making
(Animation & Visual Effects)
• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in 3D Animation
& Visual Effects (with specialization)
• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in Visual Effects
• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in Digital Film
Making
• B.P.A. (Bachelor of Performing Arts)
• M.P.A. (Master of Performing Arts)
• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in Performing Arts
(Acting/ Dancing/ Choreography/ Modeling)

• Ph.D. in Brand Management
• BBA in Advertising & PR Management
• MBA in Advertising & PR Management
• Ph.D. in Advertising & PR Management
• BBA in Media &
Entertainment Business Management

Multimedia (Graphic & Web)
• B.Voc. (Bachelor of vocation) in Multimedia
• B.Sc. In Multimedia
• M.Sc. In Multimedia

• MBA in Media &
Entertainment Business Management

• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in Multimedia

• Ph.D. in Media &
Entertainment Business Management

• Certiﬁcate Course In Responsive Web Design
& Development

• Certiﬁcate Course In Print & Digital Design

• Certiﬁcate Course In Web Development

• Certiﬁcate Course In Responsive
Web Design & Development

• Certiﬁcate Course In Front End Development

• Certiﬁcate Course In Web Development
• Certiﬁcate Course In Front End Development

• Certiﬁcate Course In Print & Digital Design

• Certiﬁcate Course in Mobile Applications
Design & Development
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User Interactive &
User Experience (UI & UX) Design

Radio Jockey (RJing)
• Certiﬁcate Course in Rjing (Radio Jockey)

• B.Des. In User Interactive & User Experience
Design
• M.Des. In User Interactive & User
Experience Design
• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma In User
Interactive & User Experience Design

Disk Jockey (DJing)
• Certiﬁcate Course in Disk Jockey (DJing)

• B.Voc. (Bachelor of vocation) in Multimedia
• B.Sc. In Multimedia
• M.Sc. In Multimedia

Anchoring
/ Video Jockey (VJing)

• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in Multimedia
• Certiﬁcate Course In Print & Digital Design
• Certiﬁcate Course In Responsive Web Design
& Development
• Certiﬁcate Course In Web Development
• Certiﬁcate Course In Front End Development
• Certiﬁcate Course in Mobile Applications
Design & Development
• Ph.D. In User Interactive & User Experience
Design

Performing Arts
• B.P.A. (Bachelor of Performing Arts)
• M.P.A. (Master of Performing Arts)

• Certiﬁcate Course in Anchoring/ Video
Jockey (VJing)

Animation & Visual Effects
• B.V.A. (Bachelor of Visual Arts) in Film
Making- CG Film Making (Animation & Visual
Effects)
• M.V.A. (Master of Visual Arts) in Film MakingCG Film Making (Animation & Visual Effects)
• B.Voc. In Animation & Visual Effects
• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in Architectural
Pre-Visualization
• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in 3D Animation &
Visual Effects (with specialization)

• UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in Performing Arts
(Acting/ Dancing/ Choreography/ Modelling)

• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in Visual Effects

• Certiﬁcate Course in Dancing/ Choreography

• Advance Certiﬁcate Course in Digital Film
Making

Photography/ Videography
/ Cinematography
• Certiﬁcate Course in Photography/
Videography/ Cinematography

• Ph.D. in Film Making- CG (Animation & Visual
Effects)

Competitive Exams Coaching
Ignite your competitive spirit!
MBA &
Management

Administrative
•
•
•
•

UPSC (IAS/ IPS/ IRS)
State Level PSCs
IFS
SSC CGL

Banking
•
•
•
•

IBPSPO
IBPS Clerk
RBI Grade B
IBPS specialist ofﬁcer

Defence
•
•
•
•
•

NDA
CDS
AFCAT
CPO
CPF

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CAT
CMAT
XAT
SNAP
NMAT
MAT
IIFT
ATMA
IBSAT
MICAT
MAH CET
Various Entrance Exams
for Management UG
Courses.

Judiciary
• ADJ/ CJ
• ADPO
• CLAT

Design Institutions’
Entrance Examination
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NID
NATA
NIFT
CEED
NEED
AIEED
IIT-JEE (Design)
CEPT

Other
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Railway
SSC
CPO
Tax Assistant
Section Ofﬁcer
RRB NTPC
TET
NET
LIC AAO
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New Avenues

Exploring new ﬁelds of learning
Spoken English &
Personality Development
& Foreign Languages

Image Management
Ÿ

Professional Certiﬁcate Course in Image
Management (Weekends)

Ÿ

Target English/ French/ Spanish/ German/
Japanese

Ÿ

Target Fluency

Ÿ

Target Success (Only Saturdays & Sundays)

Ÿ

C2PF (Certiﬁcate Course in Physical Fitness)

Ÿ

Target Career (Only Saturdays & Sundays)

Ÿ

Certiﬁcate Course in Yoga/ Aerobics/ Zumba

Physical Fitness

Computerized
Financial Accounting

Web Design & Development
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

C2PDD {Certiﬁcate Course in Print &
Digital Design (Level 1)}

Ÿ

C2RWD {Certiﬁcate Course in Responsive
Web Design (Level 2)}

UG DEGREE in Computerized Financial
Accounting

Ÿ

C2FED {(Certiﬁcate Coures in Front End
Devevelopment (Level 3)}

PG DEGREE in Computerized Financial
Accounting

Ÿ

C2WD {(Certiﬁcate Course in Web
Development (Level 4)}

Certiﬁcate Course in Computerized Financial
Accounting

Ÿ

Photography/ Videography/ Cinematography

Ÿ

Certiﬁcate Course in Photography/ Video
graphy /Cinematography

Ÿ

C3M {(Certiﬁcate Course in Comprehensive
Multimedia (Level 5)}

Ÿ

C2MM {Certiﬁcate Course in Multimedia
(Level 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5)}

Ÿ

C2MADD (Certiﬁcate Course in Mobile
Applications Design & Development)

Anchoring/ Video Jockey (VJing)
Ÿ

Certiﬁcate Course in Anchoring/ Video
Jockey (VJing)

Graphic Design
Ÿ

C2PDD {Certiﬁcate Course in Print
& Digital Design (Level 1)}

Mobile Application Design
& Development
Ÿ

C2MADD (Certiﬁcate Course in Mobile
Applications Design & Development)

Acting
Ÿ

B.P.A. (Bachelor of Performing Arts)

Ÿ

M.P.A. (Master of Performing Arts)

Ÿ

C2PA {Certiﬁcate Course in Performing Arts
(Acting/ Dancing/ Choreography/
Modelling)}

Ÿ

Ph.D. in Performing Arts (In any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Performing Arts)

CAD/ CAM Courses
Ÿ

C2CAD/CAM
(Certiﬁcate Course in CAD/ CAM)

Dancing/ Choreography
Ÿ

Certiﬁcate Course in Dancing/ Choreography

Bank Jobs
Recruitment Coaching

Rjing
Ÿ

C2RJ {Certiﬁcate Course in Rjing (Radio Jockey)}
Ÿ

Disk Jockey (DJing)
Ÿ

Bank & Railway Jobs Recruitment Coaching

Defence Services Jobs
Recruitment Coaching

C2DJ {Certiﬁcate Course in Disk Jockey
(DJing)}
Ÿ

Defence Services Jobs Recruitment Coaching

Modelling
Ÿ

Design Institutions’ Entrance
Exams Coaching
Ÿ

Ÿ

Judiciary Positions Recruitment Coaching

UG/ PG/ MBA Management
Colleges’ Entrance Coaching

Design Institutions’ Entrance Exams Coaching

Government Jobs
Recruitment Coaching
Ÿ

Judiciary Positions
Recruitment Coaching

C2Mod (Certiﬁcate Course in Modelling )

Ÿ

UG/ PG/ MBA Management Colleges’
Entrance Coaching

UPSC and Government Jobs Recruitment
Coaching
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Keep sailing with a
ﬁrm eye on your
destination
Choose something that fuels you to take a
voyage and then be assertive about your
purpose. It’s easy to get lost in the sea!

Fashion
Design

Interior
Design

Mass
Communication
& Journalism
Digital Media
Management

Film
Making

Events
Management

Animation
& Visual
Effects
Performing
Arts
Hotel
Management

Multimedia
(Graphic & Web)

Brand
Management
Electronic
Media

Aviation
& Hospitality
Management

Product
Design

User
Interactive
& User
Experience
Design

Advertising
& Public
Relations
Management

Automobile
Design
Beauty,
Personal Care
& Salon
Management

Media &
Entertainment
Business
Management

CSR & NGO
Management
Retail
Management

Hardware
& Networking

Design &
Communication
Management
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Aabha Dixit
Fashion Design Faculty
At Times and Trends Academy Pune
A knack for fashion, she is a person who likes to be surrounded by uniquely
different styles and ideas! She has worked with Chandrakant Sonawane (Costume
designer for Bajirao Mastani and Padmavati) who was her chief mentor.
"I was waiting for the right opportunity to explore my talent and skip
conventional career choices. Virtual Voyage was a boon for my career. It has
given me exactly what industry needs, not what had been taught since years."

Fashion is an art and
you are the canvas
A holistic input on generic design with more focused
approach towards apparel inculcates the ability to develop
and channelize creativity. The Fashion Design specialization
offered by the Department of Fashion & Apparel hones
design sensitization, which balances global fashion aesthetics
with an Indian soul. It addresses the needs of the export
market as well as both couture and pret a porter clothing in
India, expanding and categorizing apparel design into niche
segments. In tandem with the shifts in the industry where
Design has become even more signiﬁcant, students are
trained to anticipate and address relevant concerns and
issues. A logical, sequential, hands-on experience enables
students to conceptualize designs, make patterns, drape and
construct garments of impeccable quality.
Design is the power to transform an image and make a social
statement.
There is no walk of life where fashion doesn't play a part.
Designers are people with a desire to create. They combine
SALIENT FEATURES :
a. Students will be introduced to textile technology namely;
weaving, printing, embroidery and dyeing. Emphasis will also be
laid on fundamentals of graphic software and its usage for image
creation. Field visits and internship with textile mills, printing
units and other processing houses will be an important part of the
curriculum.

practical knowledge with
artistic ability to turn ideas
into the clothes we wear.
Fashion is a highly complex,
multi billion dollar industry today.
The Fashion business includes all the processes involved with
producing raw materials, apparel, and accessories, and retail
stores that sell fashion merchandise to the public.
Fashion is now considered an instrument of one's
personality. It is an instrument for self-expression and a
celebration of style. The export boom and the growing
western inﬂuence has led to a fashion boom in India. The
trend of fashion consciousness is bound to grow and stay.
Designers, merchandisers, buyers, marketers, technologists,
logistics managers, strategists, etc. are all involved with
getting the best product to the market place in the fastest
time and at the most competitive price.

i.

Opportunity to practice with best of equipments and tools used at
all stages of learning.

j.

Opportunity to attend and gain knowledge through guest
lectures by the bigwigs from the fashion industry & well known
academicians.

k. Get to study changing fashion trends with updated curriculum.

b. Students get to learn with greater departmental specialization.
The focus is on greater exposure to the complexities and nuances
of different segments of the apparel industry. An industry
internship during the year is an invaluable experience for
students to interface between design and technicalities of
production.

CAREER PROSPECTS:
• Fashion Stylist
• Fashion Coordinator
• Fashion Consultant
• Fashion Assistant
• Colorist
• Apparels Merchandiser
• Fashion Journalist
• Fashion Photographer
• Model
• Freelancer
• Costume Designer
• Visual Merchandiser

c. Students get to learn with faculties who are experienced, qualiﬁed
and devoted with in depth knowledge about industry as well as
having a ﬂair for teaching.
d. An opportunity to witness the glamorous world of Fashion by
attending eminent fashion shows.
e. Opportunity to experience the knack of what all moves behind
the great fashion shows by getting a chance to work.
f.

Fashion
Design

Chance to actively get involved in organizing and running fashion
shows by participating in them and designing for various themes.

g. Students will get an impeccable opportunity to interact with well
known fashion designers who in turn will help in enhancing their
talent.
h. Chance to learn & work in resourceful environments that will
enable to become professional designers.

COURSES

Duration

B.Des. In Fashion Design

4 Years

Eligibility
10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

B.Voc. In Fashion Design

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)
Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

M.Des. In Fashion Design

2 Years

C2FD {(Certiﬁcate Course in
Fashion Design (Level 1)}

1 Year

AC2FD {(Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Fashion Design (Level 2)}

1 Year

SC2FD {(Specialized Certiﬁcate Course
in Fashion Design (Level 3)}

1 Year

Ph.D. In Design (In Any speciﬁc remarkable
subject related to Fashion Design)

3 Years

Master's Degree
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Murtaza Amjherawala
Placed at Intext Interior, Indore
as Associate
A Member of IIID (IIID is the country's premier body of Interior
Designers), his working with diverse design styles has helped him
create a niche in the interior designing industry.
"Institute with the best faculty! The main aim of virtual voyage is to
provide the best education with friendly environment and prepare
their students to perform well in each and every phase."

An empty room
is a story waiting
to happen
Interior designing means architecture with art. It’s not just
about walls, doors and windows alone. It is about giving these
walls and windows a personalized and artsy touch. A
designer is an artist and an interior designer ﬁlls up an empty
space with his/her perspective and develops it in his/her own
creative process to make it visually appealing, exclusive and
yet practical for daily usage. All this has to be executed
keeping in mind the psychology of the customer. Interior
designing has carved its way into the minds of the customers
and is now recognized world-wide as a separate career
venture.

Interior
Design

The areas that will be focused under this program are
residential design, commercial design, sustainable and
ecological design and exhibition design. All of these put
together, gives students a comprehensive understanding of
commercial objectives, marketing knowledge, visual
merchandising, spatial and display design, ﬁxture and
lighting, communication design and branding strategies.

After being associated with us and working with renowned
interior designers and architects in the business, students
will be able work independently. Working with designers
who are beyond their time will ensure that the students are
abreast of the latest yet sustainable trends.

SALIENT FEATURES:
a. Students are trained to become young professionals who are capable of efﬁciently
integrating with this growing industry and delivering high standards of design
creativity.
b. The program includes time spent in an internship and a ﬁnal project.
c. Students will be able to plan a space and render it to become visually appealing.
d. After pursuing the course, they will have in-depth understanding of the materials
and products used to create and furnish the space. They come out more evolved in
terms of creativity, thinking-out-of-the-box and most importantly, they become
conﬁdent and ready for a hands on experience as a connoisseur of the industry.
e. During the course the students will possess excellent time and project
management skills, since there are situations when they need to work on more
than one project at a time, under demanding deadlines.
f.

Faculties hold higher degrees in interior design or related ﬁelds and have been
selected because of their individual and collective experience as interior designers
and commitment to teaching.

CAREER PROSPECTS
• Interior Designer
• Project Manager
• Design Consultant
• Corporate Designer
• Light & Acoustics Consultant
• Site Supervisor
• Specialist Designer
• Retail Designer
• Freelance Interior Designer
• Visual Merchandising Consultant
• Interior Assistant

g. Students learn how to approach design problems through a methodology that
includes data gathering, product speciﬁcation, identiﬁcation of details, contractual
documents and design business procedures.

COURSES

Duration

Eligibility

B.Des. In Interior Design

4 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

B.Voc. In Interior Design

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)
Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

M.Des. In Interior Design

2 Years

Diploma/ C2ID {(Certiﬁcate Course in
Interior Design (Level 1)}

1 Year

AC2ID {(Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Interior Design (Level 2)}

1 Year

SC2ID {(Specialized Certiﬁcate Course in
Interior Design (Level 3)}

1 Year

AC2APV (Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Architectural Pre-Visualization)

4/6Months None (Any one can do it)

Ph.D. In Design (In Any speciﬁc remarkable
subject related to Interior Design)

3 Years

Master's Degree
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Sakshi Sharma
Placed at IBC24, Indore as Reporter
An excellent debater who ﬁnds her passion in reporting. She has interviewed
several political personalities such as Jyotiraditya Scindia, Shivraj Singh
Chouhan, Digvijay Singh as well as ﬁlm and T.V. celebrities. She also has
conducted sting operations over safety issues affecting women.
"The cascade of activities and courses helps students to undergo an overall
development. The modernized classrooms and a practical way of learning
leads students to in-depth knowledge. Faculties are very friendly and learned
which helps you to get solutions in minutes. It is the one stop destination to
develop your career. So open your wings and follow your heart. All the best!"

Achieve, create
impact and
change the world!

Mass
Communication
& Journalism

MASS COMMUNICATION
One associates journalism, event and entertainment with
Mass Communication but the course offers much more to it.
It is a training discipline for professional knowledge and
skills in communication that is applied to corporate
management in institutions of government, commerce, nonproﬁt agencies and academia. Students learn writing and
narration of stories in a variety of formats including:
breaking news, news feature, documentary, and news
magazine. While the emphasis of this course is not on actual
shooting and editing, students are encouraged to develop
stories suitable for broadcast outlets.
JOURNALISM
Journalists play a major role in providing information to the
public. A well-educated journalist gathers information and
invests time on his/her report to convey newsworthy
occurence. As a journalist you will learn how to report the
facts in an unbiased manner, write clear and concise copy and
publish in a variety of media. Journalism offers a variety of
career options like Broadcast Journalism, Photo Journalism,
Investigative Journalism, Sports Journalism etc.

FEATURES
Mass communication includes
not just the newspapers but television, radio, and all sorts of
communication forms such as photography, writing,
advertising and many more aspects. With the technological
advances in mass communication, the entire global
community has come together and turned it into one large
community. This is where a career in mass communication
ﬁnds greater importance globally. Students are placed in the
production house, media house and the print media with
different proﬁles such as producer, director, scriptwriter,
sound engineer, reporter,
editor, sub-editor, art
director, special
correspondent
CAREER PROSPECTS
and more.
• Newspaper Reporter
• Magazine Writer
• Advertising Executive
• Public Relations Ofﬁcer
• Space Selling Executive
• Content Developer
• Cinema Projectionist
• Copy Editor
• Editor and Writer

COURSES

Duration

Eligibility

BA in Journalism

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MA in Journalism

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Journalism

3 Years

Master's Degree

B.Sc. In Electronic Media

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

M.Sc. in Electronic Media

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Electronic Media

3 Years

Master's Degree

BBA in Digital Media Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Digital Media Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in
Digital Media Management

1 Year

Ph.D. in Digital Media Management

3 Years

Master's Degree

BBA in Events Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Events Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

UG Diploma/ PG Diploma in
Events Management

1 Year

Ph.D. in Events Management

3 Years

Master's Degree
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Vedang Lele
Placed at Steerers, Indore
as Social Media Manager
Having grit to experiment with content to upscale its creativity, he is one
curious being! Strategizing campaigns for clients for their social media
platforms, he helps to trend and connect people with brands digitally.
"Great College! Thank you for providing good opportunities & an
awesome culture to work and learn."

Let's trend!
Shall we?
Social media is a two-way communication stream, whereas
with traditional media, messaging is published through a oneway communication medium to the masses like radio,
television and newspaper. Social media consists of online tools
and websites that encourage people to interact with
companies, brands and people (including celebrities and
journalists) and form communities by creating, publishing
and sharing content. The face of journalism has changed with
the emergence of social media. We can’t possibly imagine our
lives without Internet and social media plays a dominant role
when you think to connect with people and brands. The social
media has made our lives stress-free and efﬁcient.

FEATURES
A student will

Digital Media
Management

be qualiﬁed in
the area of SEO,
Web Content
Developer, Digital
Computer Programmer, JAVA Developer, Web Graphic
Designer, Web Designer and so on. Now, more than ever, a

Today Internet offers different platforms to connect with
people through social networking, online gaming, blogging,
podcasts or a personal website. Websites such as Facebook,
Twitter, and Linkedin now serve as news sources for many of
their followers. Here at VV, the experienced staff will guide
our students on basics and advance level of web designing,
digital media, course on JAVA, computer game programme
and so on.
COURSES

beginner blogger or tweeter can turn their hobby into a
career with a degree in social media. Whether you’re
interested in web design, multimedia design, professional
blogging or social media management, a social media
degree will help you secure the most sought after jobs in
social media.

Duration Eligibility

BBA in Digital Media Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Digital Media Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

C2DM {Certiﬁcate Course in Digital
Media Management (Level 1)}/Diploma in
Social Marketing

1 Year

AC2DM {Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Digital Media Management (Level 2)}

1 Year

SC2DM {Specialized Certiﬁcate Course in
Digital Media Management (Level 3)}

1 Year

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to
Digital Media Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree
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Kapil Pawar
Director & Event Manager
Kstar's Event & Promotion, Indore
A young entrepreneur who has organized and managed 13 events of
his event management company - Kstar's Event & Promotion at just the
age of 21 proves that age is no bar to success.
"This is an amazing institute for people who want to do something
different. Thanks to Virtual Voyage to help me ﬁnd my real potential ."

Plans are nothing.
Planning is everything!
Event management consists of thinking about the concept,
planning, budgeting and hosting events such as exhibitions,
stage shows, fashion or rock shows, music concerts, celebrity
appearances, fashion or charity shows, conferences,
weddings, product or brand launches, and sports shows to
name a few. Clients hire event management company so
that their event will be managed efﬁciently and effectively
for it to becomes a success.
An event manager has to ﬁrst design the basic framework,
after which he prepares the marketing plans, hunts for
sponsors, works on the logistics, decides the venue/location,
contact vendors, prints invitation cards, selects menu, hires
performers, arranges for transport, and on the D-Day coordinates, plans and ﬁnalizes every aspect of the event. For

SALIENT FEATURES :
a. The methodology of training is unique and different from
traditional methods and thought processes. It consists of
practical exposure along with theoretical knowledge.
b. The courses and contents are designed after thorough
interaction with industry stalwarts, leading to rigorous
training which ensures bringing out the best out of
beginners.

an event manager,
innovation is the
key to success so it
is very important
for him/her to have
a creative mind.
Along with creativity,
managing an event
also demands a lot of
physical exertion and
stamina to move around. So if
managing an event gives you the
thrills, then Virtual Voyage have something interesting for
you!

Events
Management

e. Seminars, workshops and presentations on creative
enhancement and 'Thinking Out of the Box' by experts
from different segments of industry.
f. Novel exposure to watch events of all eminence followed
by an opportunity to work on any of the following live
projects managing and ﬁnally to exhibit the talent and
creativity by organizing events of various stature.
g.

c. Regular mentoring by renowned event managers of
national repute.

Weekly seminars from experienced personnel from the
industry ensure that the learning involves a lot of ground
work which makes the students industry - ready.

d. Faculty members include professionals drawn from
various industries. They lecture on subjects of their
expertise, resulting in experience sharing, interaction and
networking.
COURSES

Duration

Eligibility

BBA in Events Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any
Subject/Discipline)

MBA in Events Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any
Subject/Discipline)

C2EM {(Certiﬁcate Course in
Events Management (Level 1)}

1 Year

AC2EM {Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Events Management (Level 2)}

1 Year

SC2EM {Specialized Certiﬁcate Course in
Events Management (Level 3)}

1 Year

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to
Events Management)

3 Years

CAREER PROSPECTS
• Conference Centre Manager
• Event Organizer
• Corporate Communication Executive
• Corporate Communication Manager
• Event Coordinator
• Consultant
• Event Manager
• Event Planner
• Creative Head & Theme Manager
• Media Manager
• Client Service Manager
• Banners Development Manager

Master's Degree
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Abdul Shaikh
Chief Assistant Director
Started his career as an Assistant Director with Ikram Akhtar, an
Indian ﬁlm writer known for movies like Ready, Thank You, No
Problem, Chal Mere Bhai. With a drive of making great movies, he
leaves his audience for wanting more!
"Virtual Voyage helped me bring out the best of me. I've truly enjoyed
the enriching learning environment. I miss my Virtual Voyage family."

A chance to live
many lifetimes
Indian ﬁlm industry is one of the largest in the world in terms
of ﬁlms- over 1000 movies are released yearly in India.
Film making is possibly the broadest and most varied
creative opportunity in mass media, a blend of creativity and
technicality. Films are an important media, not only for
entertainment and information, but also for communication.
Films, the most international medium have developed into a
universal art form that transcends cultural differences. It is
inclusive of feature ﬁlms, documentaries, promotional ﬁlms,
TV commercials, music videos, etc.
The technique of ﬁlm making is a teamwork which needs
close and coherent organization of various skilled
individuals. It involves acting, directing, producing, script
writing, cinematography, sound recording, visual mixing,
editing and so on.
A ﬁlm maker has to concentrate on all these concepts
equally. He/she should be having that creative as well as
technical knack for story ideas and unique implementation
towards carrying out an appealing effect. A ﬁlm maker's

Film
Making

job demands a
lot of work from
ideas to story,
script, cast,
screenplay, music,
direction, budget, sets,
location and so much more!
A ﬁlm maker is like the captain of a
ship that has to look at all these aspects.

Indian ﬁlm segment is driven by growth in multiplexes,
movie sell through, sale of content rights and movie
merchandising. With the spread of the Indian diaspora and
the growth of "Brand India", it has also made roads in the
international markets.
The ﬁeld of ﬁlm making is highly competitive and has a lot of
scope for employment, especially in India which releases a
large number of ﬁlms every year. If one possesses artistic and
technical skills and at the same time an ability to express
ideas, this is the most appropriate ﬁeld to work in.

SALIENT FEATURES:

CAREER PROSPECTS
Ÿ Art Director
Ÿ Storyboard Artist
Ÿ Broadcast Technician
Ÿ Script Writer
Ÿ Concept Artist
Ÿ Production Manager
Ÿ Location Manager
Ÿ Cinematographer
Ÿ Photographer
Ÿ Sound & Video Editor
Ÿ Camera Operator

a. It is designed to fully equip students with the skills to author moving images
for digital ﬁlm and television production works in high demand now and in
the future.
b. The course recognises that the rapid development in digital ﬁlm and
television necessitates students to understand new skills and to acquire new
knowledge to take advantage of new opportunities in digital ﬁlm technology.
c. The course is strongly committed to nurturing individual talents in digital
ﬁlm and television.
d. The students gain hands-on practical experience and new skills in creative
and technical areas.
e. The uniquely creative approach seamlessly guides students through as they
write, direct and produce even as they are studying ﬁlm history and
researching ﬁlm theories.

COURSES

Duration

Eligibility

B.V.A. (Bachelor of Visual Arts) in Film Making Live Action Film Making

4 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

M.V.A. (Master of Visual Arts) in Film Making Live Action Film Making

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Performing Arts (In any speciﬁc remarkable
subject related to Film Making- Live Action Film Making)

3 Years

Master's Degree

B.V.A. (Bachelor of Visual Arts) in Film MakingCG Film Making (Animation & Visual Effects)

4 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

M.V.A. (Master of Visual Arts) in Film MakingCG Film Making(Animation & Visual Effects)

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Performing Arts {(In any speciﬁc remarkable
subject related to Film Making- CG Film Making (Animation & VFX)}

3 Years

Master's Degree

C2AVFX {(Certiﬁcate Course in 3D Animation &
Visual Effects (with specialization)}

16/18 Months

None (Any one can do it)

AC2AVFX {(Advance Certiﬁcate Course in 3D
Animation & Visual Effects (with specialization)}

24/30 Months

None (Any one can do it)

AC2VFX (Advance Certiﬁcate Course in Visual Effects)

16/18 Months

None (Any one can do it)

C2DFM (Certiﬁcate Course in Digital Film Making)/ Diploma/
Certiﬁcate Course in Audio Visual Production

12/15 Months

None (Any one can do it)

B.P.A. (Bachelor of Performing Arts)

4 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)
Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

M.P.A. (Master of Performing Arts)

2 Years

C2PA {Certiﬁcate Course in Performing Arts
(Acting/ Dancing/ Choreography/ Modelling)}

1 Year

Ph.D. in Performing Arts (In any speciﬁc remarkable subject
related to Performing Arts)

3 Years

Master's Degree
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Pranjal Vashishtha
CEO - Steerers, Indore
Won multiple awards in various National and International
competitions for Designing and Animation category. He is a creativity
specialist who beautifully graces even under pressure.
"Virtual Voyage gives you much more than a degree, something that
stays with you for a lifetime."

With animation, fantasy
becomes your friend
FEATURES

Animation is the process of continuous motion and shape
change. It is the art of bringing life to a character. It is the
perfect blend of creativity and technology which involves
drawing, layout and production of graphically rich and
attractive multimedia clips. It is basically drawing virtually
and bringing the character to the fore.

When students get
associated with us, they
will learn a host of new and
latest software like Maya
animation software and gain
expertise in the 3D section. Along
with it, they will also have exposure to
the professional world through weekly seminars, workshops
and industry visits which keep the students in check with the
latest industry trends. After the training, the students will be
given the task of preparing showreel of animation and VFX.
Also, they will get a chance to direct at least one live action
movie under the guidance of our faculty and industry
experts. Besides this, the students will be provided
opportunities to intern with production houses, studios, ad
agencies etc.

Visual effects is a process by which an already shot scene/
sequence is altered and made larger than life for more and
better effects which might not be possible organically. It is
done with the help of computer graphics and is executed in
the post-production of the project. The effects must be preplanned and shot in the way which allows the artist to use the
effect in the best possible way to create a mind altering effect
on the audience.
Digital ﬁlm making is the use of digital media to produce and
execute a motion picture as opposed to the traditional
method of ﬁlm-making. It is a relatively new ﬁeld which is
barely 20 years old but still has made a strong grip as a career
venture.

CAREER PROSPECTS
Ÿ Art Director
Ÿ Storyboard Artist
Ÿ 3D Animator
Ÿ Modeler
Ÿ Lighting Artist

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Layout Artist
Game Developer
Cartoon Animator
Ink & Point Artist
Line Producer
Sound Engineer

Animation
& Visual
Effects

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Editor
Compositor
VFX/Dynamics
Artist
Technical Instructor

SALIENT FEATURES:
a. We believe in emphasizing more on practical aspects rather than theoretical aspects as it is a prerequisite in the multimedia ﬁeld.
b. Students get opportunities to work on various updated software according to modern industrial requirement.
c. They get to have live lectures from global world class faculty and professionals through video conferencing.
d. We have faculties teaching students specializations in various segments like pre-production, production, movie making, animation, visual
effects, sound/video editing, and much more.
e. Students are encouraged to participate in competitions involving Short Film Making, Graphic Designing, Promo making, Animated Short
Films etc. to know and experience what goes behind their making.

COURSES

Duration

Eligibility

B.V.A. (Bachelor of Visual Arts) in
Film Making- CG Film Making (Animation & Visual Effects)

4 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/Discipline)

M.V.A. (Master of Visual Arts) in
Film Making- CG Film Making (Animation & Visual Effects)

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/Discipline)

B.Voc. In Animation & Visual Effects

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/Discipline)

AC2APV (Advance Certiﬁcate Course in
Architectural Pre-Visualization)

4/6 Months

None (Any one can do it)

C2AVFX {(Certiﬁcate Course in 3D
Animation & Visual Effects (with specialization)}

16/18 Months

None (Any one can do it)

AC2AVFX {(Advance Certiﬁcate Course
in 3D Animation & Visual Effects (with specialization)}

24/30 Months

None (Any one can do it)

AC2VFX (Advance Certiﬁcate Course in Visual Effects)

16/18 Months

None (Any one can do it)

C2DFM (Certiﬁcate Course in Digital Film Making)/ Diploma/
Certiﬁcate Course in Audio Visual Production

12/15 Months

None (Any one can do it)

Ph.D. in Performing Arts {(In any speciﬁc remarkable subject
related to Film Making- CG Film Making (Animation & VFX)}

3 Years

Master's Degree
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Saba Khan
Hotel Management Student
A student of Hotel Management course, she enjoys the operational
aspects of hospitality, its challenges, experiencing new cultures,
meeting interesting people and exciting developments that this
career provides.
"Being in Virtual Voyage is no less than living a dream. The institute
has spell-bounding campus and most supporting staff with amazing
teaching techniques. I feel proud to be a part of such amazing
college."

Where you are the
experience curator!

Hotel
Management

With
increasing
globalization,
career
opportunities in
this ﬁeld are not
only limited within
the country but there
are chains of hotels which
operate Internationally providing scope of a career abroad.
It is a glamorous profession which has a bright future.
With the growth of hotel industry propelled by foreign and
domestic tourism and business travel, the demand for well
trained quality personnel too has grown impressively. The
diversity of experience in hotel management is greater
than in any other profession. Hotel industry involves
combination of various skills like mana-gement, food &
beverage service, housekeeping, front ofﬁce operation,
sales and marketing, accounting & more. Today, the rise in
corporate activity (leading to greater number of business
trips) as well as the wish to travel on holiday have made the
hotel industry a very competitive one.

Hotel management is one of the most interesting career
options in the contemporary job market.
The boom in the tourism industry has resulted in the
immense growth of hotel industry in India. The hotel
industry promises a bright future for anyone who wishes to
take up a career in this segment. The students opting for
hotel management career courses must have an afﬁnity
towards socializing and understanding the needs of the
people.
Hotels are amongst the most visible and important aspects of
a country's infrastructure.
As hotels fall under the service industry, the motive of hotel
management courses in India is to prepare the students to
face the challenges of this competitive world. As far as
tourism industry in India is concerned, it is attracting tourists
from across the world and this deﬁnitely calls for quality
hospitality. A number of factors like promotion of tourism
and rapid industrial progress have given a boost to
hospitality industry. The recent liberalization of trade and
opening up of economy will further lead to revolutionary
growth in this sector.
SALIENT FEATURES:
a. An effective & comprehensive training in the hospitality arena
to develop quick decision-making skills and enhance human
relations ability.

c. This program will develop your understanding of both front
room and front ofﬁce procedures enhanced by working
knowledge of the kitchen preparation process and other
essentials like behind-the-scenes operations.

b. The program develops a keen understanding of the skills
necessary to run a successful hotel and food service enterprise.

d. The strength of this program lies in combining business
management with culinary appreciation.

CAREER PROSPECTS
• Guest/ Customer Relation Executive
in Hotel & other Service Sectors
• Front Ofﬁce- Hotels
• Flight Kitchens also offer opportunities for career building
• Executive multi skilled in Fast Food Chains
• Hospital and Institutional Catering Executives
• Faculty in Hotel Management/ Food Craft Institutes
(after earning industry work experience)
• Cabin Crew in National and International Airlines
• Catering Ofﬁcer or Chef in Cruise lines
• Airline Catering
• Marketing/ Sales Executive in Hotel
• Executive in Tourism Development
• Corporations and Resort Properties
• Self Employed Entrepreneur
• Club Manager

COURSES

Duration

Eligibility

BHM (Bachelor of Hotel Management)

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MHM (Master in Hotel Management)

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Diploma/ Certiﬁcate Coures in Hotel Management &
Catering Technology/ (C2HM) Certiﬁcate Course in
Hotel Management (Level 1)

1 Year

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Hotel Management (In Any speciﬁc remarkable
subject related to Hotel Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree
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Ankita Mishra
Actor, Model, Anchor & Singer
Miss Malwa 2017 title holder, she has hosted a lot of shows,
participated in various competitions and won several of them. She
has worked in short ﬁlms and albums as an actor. Runner-Up of
Voice of M.P. 2014, she is a passionate singer who writes her own
compositions as well as cover songs on Youtube.
"Virtual voyage has given me conﬁdence to step ahead and work
for my dreams."

It's a platform to
express yourself

Performing
Arts

ACTING

FEATURES

Acting is an activity in which a story is told by means of its enactment by
an actor or actress who adopts a character—in theatre, television, ﬁlm,
radio, or any other medium that makes use of the mimetic mode. This
intensive professional-level course provides specialised training in
acting. The classes at Virtual Voyage are conducted by competent inhouse faculty members who passionately teach this craft through
varied exercises. Above all, each student receives individual guidance
and counseling from the talented faculty here.

Ÿ

Aspiring fashion models
are taught about varied
styles for clothing and how to
carry it well

Ÿ

Techniques are taught for properly
applying makeup

Ÿ

Guidance on rules of etiquette

Ÿ

Lessons for ramp walk and conﬁdence building sessions

FEATURES
Ÿ

With proper attention paid on cinema, acting and theatre,
students are taught to analyze a character and bring it closer to life

Ÿ

Tips on gestures and behavior during auditions, voice exercises

Ÿ

Teaching through theory classes, games, exercises and extensively
ﬁlmed practicals

THEATRE ART
Theatre is the branch of performing arts; taking forms such as plays,
musicals, opera, ballet, illusion, mime, classical Indian dance, kabuki,
mummers’ plays, improvisational theatre, stand-up comedy,
pantomime, and non-conventional or arthouse theatre. In this
program, the focus will be to develop a creative vision and make
students visualize a script into a proper play with special attention on
lights, art direction, creation of sets, costumes etc. Indore has always
been a cultural hub so with the eminent theatre workers of the city,
students will experience the best of theatre.
FEATURES
• On-stage practicals
• Lighting practicals guided by the best in the city
• Set designing classes & practical assignments to create a
professional set
• Make-up & costumes study with assignments on character basis
DANCING / CHOREOGRAPHY
Dance is a type of art that generally involves movement of the body. It
is performed in many cultures as a form of emotional expression,
social interaction or exercise in a spiritual or performance setting and
is sometimes used to express ideas or tell a story. At Virtual Voyage, we
aim at providing a general overview of all kinds of dance forms
ranging from classical to modern to contemporary. The institute will
provide facilities and study material to all of the students for an insight
into the evolution of dance as a medium of expression to a medium of
art.
FEATURES

ANCHORING
The course is suitable for those students who want to improve the
knowledge of TV broadcasting, Newscasters, Newsreaders,
Presenters or Anchors. Producing with the particulars of facing the
live cameras & world of recent affairs, it develops student's behaviour
to greatest suits of this thrilling occupation. This specialization course
will eliminate the student’s fear of facing the camera, ﬁne-tune the
student’s speech, and mould the student’s talent for television
journalism. Students will also be exposed to micro specialized ﬁelds in
news journalism such as promo-writing and promo-producing for
news.
FEATURES
•

Voice and speech exercises

•

Gestures and body language enhancement

•

Special grooming for auditions and screen tests

•

Character analysis and presentation

•

Special method acting classes as a bonus

VIDEO JOCKEY
The main job of the Video Jockey is to introduce music videos and host
music related shows on Television. VJ’s area of work involves apart
from introducing videos; hosting game to travel shows to youth
forums, chatting with the public, doing interviews with artists and
music celebrities etc.VJs must constantly keep up-to-date on the latest
trends in music, all the latest videos and information about music stars
and other celebrities. They must be able to answer any queries about
music and must fulﬁll their roles as experts.
FEATURES
Ÿ

VJ training with latest trends and tech

Ÿ

Personality building sessions with emphasis on body gestures

Ÿ

Voice modulation training

Ÿ

A special studio dedicated to dance and choreography students

RADIO JOCKEY

Ÿ

Introduction to world heritage and different kinds of dance forms

RJ career requires enthusiasm, rationality, creativity of mind, good
sense of humour, excellent communication skills & ownership of a live
appealing voice. Radio Jockeying has become a popular career option
for many youngsters. It is an exciting, promising and challenging
career for those who have a passion for music. It is the only profession
in which one may be recognized by one’s voice.

Ÿ

Body gestures development and posture holding exercises

Ÿ

Flexibility and stretching exercises

MODELING
Modeling is an undoubtedly a glamorous ﬁeld which offers
tremendous opportunities to travel and meet various classes of people.
Even with all these plus points it involves lot of hard work, dedication
and perseverance to be successful in this ﬁeld. It is a profession where
educational qualiﬁcations become insigniﬁcant and physical attributes
and personal qualities assume importance. Moreover once
established, it is a highly paid job with a lucrative career.

FEATURES
Ÿ

Intensive knowledge on music

Ÿ

Fluent Speaking Sessions and Training

Ÿ

Voice Modulation Sessions

COURSES

Duration

Eligibility

B.P.A. (Bachelor of Performing Arts)

4 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

M.P.A. (Master of Performing Arts)

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

C2PA {Certiﬁcate Course in Performing Arts
(Acting/ Dancing/ Choreography/ Modelling)}

1 Year

Ph.D. in Performing Arts (In any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to Performing Arts)

3 Years

Master's Degree
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Shefali Jaiswal
Freelancer - Multimedia Artist
A talented multimedia artist and creative web designer with an
experience of over 10 years. She has also attended Designation, a
design boot camp in Chicago USA. Her interview was featured in
the inspiration blog for designers called Campﬁres.
"Virtual Voyage was a life changing platform for me. It's full of
opportunities and resources that helped in brushing up my skills."

Design is thinking
made visual
Multimedia can be broken down to multi and media which can connote two

Multimedia
(Graphic
& Web)

or more than two types of media together. It is the kind of content which is
the culmination of different content forms such as music, lighting,
computer-generated graphics, animation, videos and visual effects used for
purpose of entertainment, presentation, advertising or public relations.
Multimedia artist is a person who creates special effects and animated
images ﬁlms, television programs and computer games. Multimedia artists
generally make use of computers to design a series of images so as to create
animated motion pictures. As a multimedia artist, one should have
thorough knowledge of using storyboard.

SALIENT FEATURES:
Ÿ

Practical methods for enhancement of student's skills.

Ÿ

With the guidance of experienced faculty, students
are polished to work as a professional.

Ÿ

Participation in various competitions for detailed
exposure.

Ÿ

Industry visits & guest lectures on a continuous basis.

Ÿ

Live projects on graphic designing to create and
upload to websites.

CAREER PROSPECTS
• Graphic Designer
• Print Media Consultant
• Copywriter
• Client Servicing
Head/Executive
• Media Content Manager
• Creative Head /
Executive / Director
• Page Layout Artist

• Designing Studio
Manager
• Visualizer
• Image Editing Artist
• Web Graphic Designer
• Web Designer
• Web Content Developer
• Web Animator
• Project Manager

COURSES

Duration

Eligibility

B.Voc. (Bachelor of vocation) in Web Design
(Web Technologies/ Multimedia)

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

B.Sc.in Web Design (Web Technologies/ Multimedia)

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

M.Sc. In Web Design (Web Technologies/ Multimedia)

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/Discipline)

C2PDD {Certiﬁcate Course in Print & Digital Design (Level 1)}

4/6 Months

None (Any one can do it)

C2RWD {Certiﬁcate Course in Responsive Web Design (Level 2)}

4/6 Months

None (Any one can do it)

C2FED {(Certiﬁcate Coures in Front End Devevelopment (Level 3)}

4/6 Months

None (Any one can do it)

C2WD {(Certiﬁcate Course in Web Development (Level 4)}

4/6 Months

None (Any one can do it)

C3M {(Certiﬁcate Course in Comprehensive Multimedia (Level 5)}

4/6 Months

None (Any one can do it)

C2MM {Certiﬁcate Course in Multimedia (Level 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5)}

18/20 Months

C2MADD (Certiﬁcate Course in Mobile Applications
Design & Development)

3/6 Months

None (Any one can do it)

Ph.D. in Science {(In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject related to
Web Design (Web Technologies/ Multimedia)}

3 Years

Master's Degree
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Divya Vijayvargiya
Placed at M.P. News Channel
as News Anchor
A world record holder who has numerous accolades,
she is passionate about anchoring and considers it - her true forte.
"Virtual Voyage is a great place to learn, practice and achieve what
you crave for."

Let your voice
be heard
Electronic media is the kind of media which is recorded in an
electronic manner and reaches out to the audience through
electronic approaches. Be it television, radio or even the
internet that has become a wide organ of the electronic
media. It is also the most extensively growing sector of the
country. With a bunch of television channels and radio
channels coming up, the need for professionals in this sector
have also increased. Electronic media, as subject of study is
yet to receive the kind of popularity it deserves. Public access
to electronic media is increasing day by day. Thus in the next
few years, professionals working in this ﬁeld will be in
demand more than ever.

Electronic
Media
Electronic media
basically involves
the planning and
production of any
program. To work in
this sector, a person must
be technically efﬁcient as well
as creative to execute his/her vision.
Electronic media appears as a very glamorous industry
superﬁcially but it does involve a lot of hard work and vision.

SALIENT FEATURES :
a. State -of- the- art equipment i.e. latest cameras, editing equipment and relay systems for creative enhancement and grooming.
b. Industry nexus and networks have enabled us to bring in the best faculty from leading companies to deliver courses.
c. A chance to witness and work in various events and activities so as to know the Do's and Don'ts of the same.
d. An impeccable opportunity to explore your creativity, conﬁdence and zeal to face crowds.
e. A chance to interview celebrities, sports person and many more to amalgamate what one has learnt with practicalities.
f.

Learn and practice script writing, editing, chroma shoot, live reporting and a lot more on various beats like crime, business, sports, politics,
economy etc.

g. Work on assignments and projects to get a good grasp on all aspects of Journalism & Mass Communication.
h. Chance to participate in ﬁeld activities like taking interviews and talks in public places etc.
i. Special creativity enhancement programs along with managing of technical aspects.

COURSES

Duration Eligibility

B.Sc. In Electronic Media

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

M.Sc. in Electronic Media

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

3 Years

Master's Degree

C2EMed {Certiﬁcate Course in
Electronic Media (Level 1)}
AC2EMed {Advance Certiﬁcate
Course in Electronic Media
(Level 2)}
SC2EMed {Specialized Certiﬁcate
Course in Electronic Media
(Level 3)}
Ph.D. in Science (In Any speciﬁc
remarkable subject related to
Electronic Media)
BA in Journalism

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MA in Journalism

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

3 Years

Master's Degree

CAREER PROSPECTS
• TV News Reporting
• Television Production
• Radio Journalist
• Media Marketing Executive
• Broadcast and Sound Technician
• News Director and Producer
• Audio-visual Specialist
• Media Production Specialist

C2JMC {Certiﬁcate Course in
Journalism & Mass
Communication (Level 1)}
AC2JMC {Advance Certiﬁcate
Course in Journalism & Mass
Communication (Level 2)}
SC2JMC {Specialized Certiﬁcate
Course in Journalism & Mass
Communication (Level 3)}
Ph.D. in Journalism &
Mass Communication
(In Any speciﬁc remarkable
subject related to Journalism)
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Guneet Bhatia
Placed at Witty Feed
as Storyteller
With an art of carving stories and playing with words, she
ﬁnds joy in writing. She ﬁnds her achievements in conveying
thousands of unsaid and unheard stories.
"Virtual Voyage is predominantly for all those who think out
of the box. Best place with immense exposure."

Brands are created
in the mind
Brand is a name, term, symbol, design or a combination of all
these intended to identify a product or service of a seller or a
group of sellers. The popularity of a company greatly
depends upon the brand. It is an identity of the company
and/or their products in the market. A successful brand can
only be created through an efﬁcient brand management
system.
Brand management is the process of identifying and
managing marketing techniques for a particular service or
product to increase its market value and popularity among
the customers. It also involves managing the tangible and
intangible elements of a brand such as cost, customer
satisfaction, in-store presentation and competition. Brand
management plays a broad and signiﬁcant role in almost
every business organization or a company. Most companies
appoint a brand manager to manage and sustain their
brands according to the market trends.
A Brand Manager is a person who identiﬁes a brand that
will cater to consumers and work out marketing strategies
to establish brands in the market. They plan, develop and
COURSES

Brand
Management

direct the
marketing efforts
for a particular
brand or product.
Brand managers
may deal with various
kinds of brands in the
market such as premium
brand, economy brand, corporate
brand, family brand, individual brand,
brand extension, private branding etc.
COURSE AREAS

The main aim of the Brand Management course is to give
students a fundamental understanding of how to build,
measure and manage brands. The course imparts
knowledge about principles of brand management, market
research, analysis of market trend, consumer demand,
brand research, brand launch, USP (unique selling
propositions), brand promotion, distribution, packaging
and marketing of a brand.
Duration

Eligibility

BBA in Brand Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Brand Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject
related to Brand Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree

BBA in Media & Entertainment Business Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Media & Entertainment Business Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject
related to Media & Entertainment Business Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree

BBA in Design & Communication Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Design & Communication Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject
related to Design & Communication Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree

BBA in Advertising & PR Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Advertising & PR Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject
related to Advertising & PR Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree

CAREER PROSPECTS
• Sales Executive
• Marketing Executive
• Marketing Analyst
• Sales Representative
• Junior/Assistant Brand Managers
• Senior Brand Manager
• Brand Development Manager
• Brand Marketing Director
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Preeti (Ritu) Rajora
Executive Director - PR 24x7
With adroit communication skills, she truly is a people's person. She
has an ability to oscillate between lateral and literal thinking to
provide clients - the best solution.
"Virtual Voyage is an education hub everyone dreams for. It’s the only
institute in M.P. which promotes Modern Day Courses."

Make ideas happen
PUBLIC RELATIONS
PR practitioners build relationships with individuals and
target groups or “public” through planned action and
communication via mass media, new media, and person to
person. This course explores public relations' strategic
management and planning. Students will write
communication pieces throughout the semester and also
develop a PR plan for a festival and seminar organised by the
Virtual Voyage.
Advertising
If you are fascinated by consumer insights, interested in
brand strategy and passionate about creative ideas, take a
serious look at the advertising industry. If a student is
looking to pursue his career in ﬁeld of advertising, we have
designed our programme where we teach our students the
basics and advanced level of software programs used to
design a copy of an Ad and the aspects for becoming a
copywriter.

Features:

Advertising
& Public
Relations
Management

With a degree in
Public Relations
and Advertising, a
person has chance to
work in a Public Relation
ﬁrm, Advertising ﬁrm,
become a content writer, visual
artist, graphic designer, illustrator, copywriter and many
more career options to choose from. The key to securing
those positions is a combination of experience, skill and
education. Internships are often available to those looking
to pursue a career in PR and advertising which can help
you reﬁne your writing and communication skills. An
advertising agency can be anything from a creative shop of
two to an operation employing several hundred people.

SALIENT FEATURES:
a. The program is a comprehensive course designed towards
providing the relevant skills in acquiring knowledge and applying
them as solutions in the advertising industry
b. Our graduates are versatile and multi-skilled individuals who are
trained to succeed in the exciting world of advertising and
graphic design

CAREER PROSPECTS
Ÿ Advertising Media Planner
Ÿ Media Researcher
Ÿ Copywriter/Illustrator
Ÿ Account Planning
Ÿ Creative Department
Ÿ Production Manager
Ÿ Director Of Advertising
Ÿ Director Of Public Relations
Ÿ Public Relations Specialist
Ÿ Artists

c. At the end of the program, they will also be able to develop
effective strategies for goal setting, time management and to
execute design concepts to a professional standard
d. They will turn out to be the new generation of highly skilled
creative and innovative global workforce
e. Emphasis on an all-out exposure to national and international
changing trends in advertising & PR industry
f.

The course equips them with basic management tools such as
principles of management, accounting, marketing, ﬁnancial and
human resource management; organizational management and
strategies which they can use to their competitive advantage. This
is strengthened by encouraging students for public and
organizational communication to ensure skillful public relations
practices

COURSES

Duration

Eligibility

BBA in Advertising & PR Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Advertising & PR Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject
related to Advertising & PR Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree
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Pooja Dubey
Crew Member - Jet Airways
With friendly and positive attitude, she responsibly makes a
delightful experience for the travelers. She loves to meet new
people and is a multitasker who is efﬁcient at troubleshooting
problems.
"Virtual Voyage provides wonderful training in terms of
management. They have interactive classes and the teaching
methods here make learning so much fun!"

Where tradition meets
different cultures

fundamental
knowledge
and skills that
are required to
fulﬁll the diverse
demands placed
upon individuals in
management positions
within the hospitality
industry. Our training is designed to give you the skills and
knowledge to maximize career opportunities in this rapidly
expanding industry.

Students will learn the key facets of aviation management in
3 courses related to airport operations and the essentials of
revenue management and pricing. Whether you work in
airline customer service, sales and marketing, network
planning or airport services, the program is designed to
improve your decision-making and team collaboration skills.
You will develop the skills and knowledge required for
employment within Aviation Management. The program is
designed to provide you with the core skills needed for
lifelong learning in the constantly changing aviation
environment.
Hospitality Management is a multidisciplinary ﬁeld of study
with the purpose of preparing people with the expertise,
commitment, and skills for management, marketing, and
operations positions in the expanding industry that provides
food, accommodations to people away from home. As a ﬁeld
of study, Hospitality Management is interdisciplinary. It
draws upon a wide range of basic disciplines to provide the
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN AVIATION
• Flight Attendants / Cabin Crew
• Airline Reservation Staff/ Ticketing
• Airport Ground Staff
• Cargo Dispatchers
• Operations Department
• Airline Back ofﬁce
• Customer Care Executive
• Cargo Ground Staff
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN HOSPITALITY
• Hotels - Front Ofﬁce
• Housekeeping
• Food and Beverages Department
• Accounting, Sales and Operations
• Airline Catering
• Cruise/ Ship Hotel Management
• Club Management
• Tourism Resorts
• Institutional Management
(Running canteens in college, school etc)

Aviation &
Hospitality
Management

SALIENT FEATURES:
a. This program will develop the understanding of front ofﬁce
procedures, enhanced by a working knowledge of essential
behind-the-scene operations.
b. The strength of this program lies in combining practical knowledge
with an understanding of aviation & hospitality industry.

• Hotel and Tourism Associations
• Catering Departments of Armed forces,
Shipping Companies, Railways etc.
• Management Trainee in Hotel and Allied Industries
• Guest/ Customer Relation Executive in Hotel and
Other Service Sectors
• Kitchen Management/ Housekeeping
Management Trainee in Hotels
• Flight Kitchens also offer opportunities
for career building
• Executive multi skilled in Fast Food Chains
• Hospital and Institutional Catering Executives
• Faculty in Hotel Management/ Food Craft Institutes
(after earning industry work experience)
• Cabin Crew in National and International Airlines
• Catering Ofﬁcer or Chef in Cruise line
• Marketing/ Sales Executive in Hotel
• Executive in Tourism Development
Corporations and Resort Properties
• Self Employed Entrepreneurs

COURSES

Duration

Eligibility

BBA in Aviation & Hospitality Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Aviation & Hospitality Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Diploma/ C2AHM (Certiﬁcate Course in Aviation &
Hospitality Management)/ Diploma in Air Hostess

1 Year

10th Pass

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject related
to Aviation & Hospitality Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree
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Meenakshi Lakhotia
Owner - Stonaa
Recently started her new business of stones and marbles in Melbourne,
Australia and progressing it with her innovative approach.
"Virtual Voyage has given me great conﬁdence in achieving my
desires. It's a nice place to experience studies in a different and
interesting way."

Watch your concept
take shape!
Product design is concerned primarily with the relationship
between products, systems and those who use them. The
product design programme at Virtual Voyage inculcates
user-centric approach and processes. Responsibility and
concern towards the social, physical and ecological
environments is emphasized in the process of developing
innovative ideas.
The product design programme assimilates inputs in diverse
domains such as human factors, cognitive ergonomics, form
studies, studio skills, advanced CAD, research methods,
design management, materials & manufacturing processes
& social sciences. Emphasis is on process centric approach
which shapes a student’s education through participation
and teamwork. Design projects form the core of a product
designer’s education with gradual increase in level of
complexity and cover broad areas that product designers are
likely to encounter in their professional careers.

Product
Design

As a product
designer, you'll
create a range of
items from everyday
products, such as
mobile phones,
household appliances to
larger items, such as industrial
tools, equipment and machinery.

You could work on new products or improve existing ones,
and use your understanding of technology, materials and
manufacturing methods to improve the design and usability
of an item. The work involves:
• Designing
• Modelling
• Producing Prototypes

Students are actively encouraged to participate in
collaborative projects with industrial houses, social sector,
government & MNC design projects that can be broadly
classiﬁed into domains of:
• Design for Industry
• Design for Quality of Life
• Design for Healthcare

• Testing
Product designing also gives you an opportunity to work
along with engineers and model-makers where in, you could
conduct research and devise a design proposal for projects.
You may need to work on the budget of the designed item to
make sure it is cost effective.
There is a signiﬁcant demand for experienced designers,
especially those with experience in a niche area and with a
technological background.

• Design for Social Impact
• Design for Sustainability

Freelancing is also possible by choosing this course with
signiﬁcant experience and established contacts .

• Design led Future
If you are keen to design and improve the usability of
everyday items, you should consider a career in
industrial/product design.
COURSES

Duration Eligibility

B.Des. In Product Design

4 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/
Discipline)

M.Des. In Product Design

2 Years

Graduation
(Any Subject/ Discipline)

Certiﬁcate Course in
CAD/ CAM

3/6/12
Months

None
(Any one can do it)
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Rahul Jain
Placed at ADIENT (For Johnson Controls)
as Engineering Manager APAC
Adept at bringing creativity to the table, he has successfully
launched various automobile seating programs across globe
including India, Thailand, Germany, Spain.
"Virtual Voyage has helped me become more vocal about my
opinions and discovered the designer in me."

Ideas that shape
speed, thrill & luxury
Automobile designers design the appearance, the
components and often to the ergonomics of automobiles and
other road vehicles which may include vans, trucks,
motorcycles, and buses. The functional developments of a
vehicle including the mechanical, electrical, software,
electronic and safety aspects that are usually completed by a
team of automotive engineers whereas the aesthetics and
appearance of the vehicle are left in the talented and artistic
hands of an automotive designer. Most commonly,
automotive designers are industrial designers with an art
background and creative sensibility.
SKETCHING: The designers start making sketches while
imagining speciﬁc targets; the kind of customer who will
drive the vehicle and how it will be used. Sometimes they
draw the car surrounded by people and even entire
cityscapes to help them reﬁne the image.
The tools used also differ. Designers use the tools that they
are most familiar with―sometimes drawing by hand,
sometimes using computer graphics software.
DIGITAL MODELING: To create a more concrete,
complete image of what the vehicle will be like when it is
actually made, digital modelers use computers to turn these
two-dimensional sketches into three-dimensional digital
data. These modelers specialize in digitizing the vehicle
based on designers’ sketches of the car from all
angles―front, side and back. At this point, all the ﬁne curves
and surface contours of the vehicle shape are expressed.
Finally, the designer and modeler work closely together to
further examine the vehicle proportions and complete the
design.

when warmed and
hardens when
cooled. Clay
modelers use tools
called scrapers to
shave the clay and form
the shape.

Automobile
Design

Once the design is brought close
to the ﬁnal stage, full-scale, 1/1 clay models are made. One of
these shows the vehicle exterior. The other incorporates the
interior details and is ﬁnished so that people can sit inside. By
actually seeing and touching the vehicle, design team
members can inspect the design at a detailed level. The
exterior model is covered with a ﬁlm to simulate an actual
painted surface, clarifying the vehicle’s shape and allowing a
check of how it will look in real-world lighting conditions.
INTERIOR COLOR DESIGN: Interior designers are
involved in designing all the parts of the vehicle’s interior.
They design the seat shapes, instrument panel, door trim
and other aspects of the interior for a total display of the
ambience in the vehicle cabin space. Interior designers also
decide the materials to be used in the interior, thus requiring
them to be knowledgeable about all kinds of materials.
Color designers consider the best combinations of colors and
materials for both the vehicle exterior and interior in further
developing the design. They carefully examine even the
ﬁnest details. Since automobiles operate outdoors, for
example, they investigate how the vehicle will look in the
sunlight, checking where the sun hits and how the areas of
shadow will look.

CLAY MODELING: Based on the sketches and threedimensional data, a quarter-size model is made with
industrial clay. This special modeling clay becomes soft

COURSES

Duration

Eligibility

B.Des. In Automobile Design

4 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/Discipline)

M.Des. In Automobile Design

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Certiﬁcate Course in CAD/CAM

3/6/12 Months

None (Any one can do it)

CAREER PROSPECTS
Ÿ Sketch Designer
Ÿ Product Designer
Ÿ Graphic Designer
Ÿ CAD Designer
Ÿ Animator
Ÿ Project Manager
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Sahil Talreja
Placed at iLEAD Group, Indore
as UI Designer
A master of range of skills, he is proﬁcient in
addressing design problems with his novel ideas.
"An outstanding institution which provides
overall development. It's best for those who love
creativity by heart."

For those who are
fueled by creativity
UX Design or User Experience Design is the process of enhancing
user satisfaction by improving the usability, accessibility, and pleasure
provided in the interaction between the user and the product. User
experience design focuses on the overall experience between a user
and a product. It is not just concerned with the interactive elements
but also the way that certain elements look, feel or contrive to deliver
certain outputs.
Interaction design is speciﬁcally a discipline which examines the
interaction (via an interface) between a system and its user. It may also
incorporate design focused on how information should be presented
within such a system to enable the user to best understand it.
MULTIMEDIA
Multimedia can be broken down to multi and media which can
connote two or more than two types of media together. It is the kind of
content which is the culmination of different content forms. For
example, using elements like music, lighting, computer-generated
graphics, animation, videos and visual effects used for purposes of
entertainment, presentation, advertising or public relations.
Multimedia artist is a person who creates special effects and animated
ﬁlms, television programs and computer games. Multimedia artists
generally make use of computers to design a series of images, so as to
create animated motion pictures. As a multimedia artist, one should
have thorough knowledge of using story board.
PRINT AND DIGITAL DESIGN
Print designers use their technical and typographic skills to arrange
and style words and numbers as they appear on a page. Determining
letter and line spacing, integrating illustrations and photographs and
laying out pages are also part of a print designer's responsibilities.
Digital designers use creativity and computer skills to design visuals
associated with electronic technology. They create everything from
websites and computer-game graphics to special effects for movies,
and may work in a variety of industries including entertainment,
education, and advertising.
WEB DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
Web development refers to building and creating websites that
encompasses many different skills and disciplines in the production
and maintenance of websites. It includes aspects such as web design,
web publishing, web programming, and database management.
Additionally, a web developer may help maintain and update a
database used by a dynamic website.
Web Design involves implementing speciﬁc solutions that follow the
business rules and objectives outlined by the client. Strong design and
communication skills coupled with research techniques and a grasp of
target audiences, markets and trends will ensure client satisfaction and
credibility for the Web Designer. The current trend is to also integrate
the website with Social Media and take advantage of the leverage these
modern platforms bring.

User
Interactive
(UI) and User
Experience
Design (UX)

A Web Designer
has many
employment
opportunities.
This can range
from being a selfemployed freelancer
to being employed by
media organizations and
advertising agencies. Web
Designer positions may be broad
in scope or specialize in an area such as
Graphic Design, Client Management, Back End/Server Side
Development and User End Designer.

FRONT END DEVELOPMENT
A front-end web developer is responsible for implementing visual
elements that users see and interact with in a web application. They
are usually supported by back-end web developers, who are
responsible for server-side application logic and integration of the
work front-end developers do.
MOBILE APPLICATION DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
Mobile app development or the Mobile UI considers constraints,
contexts, screen, input and mobility as outlines for design. The user is
often the focus of interaction with their device and the interface entails
components of both hardware and software.
The Mobile Application Design & Development program prepares
students for careers in the expanding and evolving ﬁelds of mobile web
and application development. The rapid proliferation of mobile devices
combined with the demand for continuous information access by
consumers is creating exciting employment opportunities. Graduates
may ﬁnd employment in all levels of government, including health care
and education as well as business, marketing and communications.
FEATURES
When a student gets associated with Virtual Voyage, he/she will be made
to go through the process of practically studying all the aspects. With the
guidance of experienced faculty, students are polished to work as
professionals. Students will participate and practice
in various in-house competitions and also
outside the college for detailed exposure.
Huge exposure through industry visits
and guest lectures on a continuous basis
CAREER PROSPECTS
ensure the development of the student
• Sketch Designer
in all aspects. Along with this, the
• Product Designer
students get to work with at least 1 live
project on graphic designing, to
• Graphic Designer
create and upload 2 online websites.
• CAD Designer
After this process, the student comes
• Animator
out as a professional, ready to face the
world with the conﬁdence and ﬂair that
• Project Manager
he/she gains from Virtual Voyage.

COURSES

Duration

Eligibility

B.Des. In User Interactive & User Experience Design

4 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

M.Des. In User Interactive & User Experience Design

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

B.Voc. (Bachelor of vocation) in Web Design (Web Technologies/ Multimedia)

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

B.Sc.in Web Design (Web Technologies/ Multimedia)

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

M.Sc. In Web Design (Web Technologies/ Multimedia)

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

C2PDD {Certiﬁcate Course in Print & Digital Design (Level 1)}

4/6 Months

None (Any one can do it)

C2RWD {Certiﬁcate Course in Responsive Web Design (Level 2)}

4/6 Months

None (Any one can do it)
None (Any one can do it)

C2FED {(Certiﬁcate Coures in Front End Devevelopment (Level 3)}

4/6 Months

C2WD {(Certiﬁcate Course in Web Development (Level 4)}

4/6 Months

None (Any one can do it)

C3M {(Certiﬁcate Course in Comprehensive Multimedia (Level 5)}

4/6 Months

None (Any one can do it)

C2MM {Certiﬁcate Course in Multimedia (Level 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5)}

18/20 Months

C2MADD (Certiﬁcate Course in Mobile Applications Design & Development)

3/6 Months

None (Any one can do it)

Ph.D. In Design (In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject related to UI & UX Design)

3 Years

Master's Degree
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Ravi Parmar
Senior Hair Stylist at Kenzo The Club Salon
A great hair stylist who knows how to integrate trends into
client's personal style. He is adaptable and skillful for
achieving stellar results.
"Virtual voyage has a comforting work environment. It
provides good platform and opportunities that can be crucial
to your career and gives right guidance to the young minds."

Where indulgence
begins
Beauty is a characteristic of an animal, idea, object, person or place that
provides a perceptual experience of pleasure or satisfaction. Beauty is
studied as a part of aesthetics, culture, social psychology, philosophy and
sociology. An "ideal beauty" is an entity which is admired or possesses

Beauty,
Personal Care
and Salon
Management

features widely attributed to beauty in a particular culture for perfection.
It is a program that prepares cosmetologists, hairstylists, and other personal
grooming specialists to manage beauty parlors, shops, and full-service or specialized
salons. It includes instruction in cosmetic services marketing and retailing, advertising
and promotion, salon management, cosmetic and salon supply industries, hiring, supervision and labor
relations, applicable business and professional laws and regulations, professional standards and customer service.
If you are interested in being a hair stylist, cosmetologist, manicurist, pedicurist or skin care specialist, the cosmetic and
personal care services then this ﬁeld is for you! These professionals are dedicated to making people look their best and are
always in high demand.

COURSES
CAREER PROSPECTS
• Earning a degree or certiﬁcate in cosmetology
as well as a state license qualiﬁes you to work
in a variety of careers in cosmetology and
personal care services.
• With enough experience or education, licensed
cosmetologists, hair-stylists and skin care
specialists can become beauty salon managers.
• Hair-stylist
• Esthetician
• Spa Manager
• Beauty Department Manager
• Cosmetics Manager
• Freelancer
• Instructor/Trainer
• Beautician
• Bridal Specialist
• Skin Specialist

Duration Eligibility

BBA in Beauty, Personal
Care & Salon Management

10+2 (Any
3 Years

Subject/ Discipline)

2 Years

Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Beauty, Personal
Care & Salon Management

Graduation (Any

C2BPCSM (Certiﬁcate
Course in Beauty, Personal
Care & Salon Management)

1 Year

Ph.D. in Management
(In Any speciﬁc remarkable
subject related to Beauty,
Personal Care & Salon
Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree
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Yash Pokharna
Assistant Director at EROS
Worked as an Assistant Director at MTV India for the show MTV
Fame-istan, he ﬁnds his passion in ﬁlm making especially travel
diaries.
"Virtual Voyage shapes and aspires one to ﬁercely chase their dreams
and goals by directing them towards the right path. The faculty here
makes one realise your true potential and makes one work on
enhancement of his/her skills."

Reflect the
society we live in!
Media is a collective communication outlet used to store and
deliver information or data. It is either associated with
communication media or the specialized mass media
communication businesses such as print media and the
press, photography, advertising, cinema, broadcasting
(radio and television), publishing and point of sale.
Entertainment is a form of activity that holds the attention
and interest of an audience or gives pleasure and delight. It
can be an idea or a task but is more likely to be one of the
activities or events that have developed over thousands of
years speciﬁcally for the purpose of keeping an audience's
attention intact.
This program is designed to prepare students to function in
a wide range of positions requiring the skills of persuasive
communication. Students will be introduced to advertising,
public relations, management, marketing and sales in the
entertainment industry.
Digitization is changing the face of the media and
entertainment industry all over the world. The smart
phones, tablets, computers and wireless broadband have
made information and entertainment available on the go.
We are in a networked world where the geographical
boundaries are giving way to globalization. In India, we are
well poised to ride this information wave as we are blessed
with a young population who are the avid customers of the
media and entertainment industry. The media and
entertainment as a creative process is well understood.

Media and
Entertainement
Business
Management

CAREER PROSPECTS
Ÿ Reporter
Ÿ Correspondent
Ÿ Broadcast News
Analyst
Ÿ Writer
Ÿ Author
Ÿ Editor
Ÿ Photographer
Ÿ Graphic Designer
Ÿ Translator

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Film and Video Editor
Camera Operator
Broadcast and Sound
Engineering Technicians
Announcers
Producers and Directors
Public Relations
Executive
Talent Agent
Marketing managers

COURSES

Duration

Eligibility

BBA in Media & Entertainment Business Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Media & Entertainment Business Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject
related to Media & Entertainment Business Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree

BBA in Design & Communication Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Design & Communication Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject
related to Design & Communication Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree

BBA in Brand Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Brand Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc remarkable
subject related to Brand Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree

BBA in Advertising & PR Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Advertising & PR Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject
related to Advertising & PR Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree
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Krishna Singh Gohil
State Project Coordianator
Madhya Pradesh Voluntary Health Association
Nutrition Project-Clinton Health Access Initiative
Passionate about creating a positive impact on environment
and local communities, he strives hard to make it possible.
"Virtual Voyage is one such place that can encounter your
hidden talents."

Being good is
good business
For an organization to be sustainable, it must be ﬁnancially secure, eliminate its
negative environmental impacts and act in conformity with societal expectations. CSR
- Corporate Social Responsibility requires approaches that ﬁt the respective needs and
capacities of businesses and in meeting social and environmental standards without
compromising on their competitiveness.

CSR & NGO
Management

A properly implemented CSR concept can bring along a variety of competitive advantages,
such as enhanced access to capital and markets, increased sales and proﬁts, operational cost
savings, improved productivity and quality, efﬁcient human resource base, improved brand image
and reputation, enhanced customer loyalty, better decision making and risk management processes. You can
only become a social value innovator if you have gained the trust of your customers and society. One does that
by executing the corporate philosophy through your business activities while listening to the voices of society
through a dialogue with your stakeholders.
CSR is a win-win strategy that beneﬁts the company, as well as society.

If you work on the strategy side of things, you could be
conducting research into environmental issues and
analyzing your company’s current practices to combat them.
Additionally, you could play an integral role in deciding
which charities to support and which community
development schemes and volunteering programs your
company’s employees could get involved with.
Strategy is one thing but the initiatives that are devised by the
CSR team also need to be implemented and coordinated
effectively. If you focus your efforts on this side of
proceedings, you might be arranging environmental audits
of your existing suppliers; you could be going out into the
community and actively setting up volunteering programs;
or you may be commissioning environmental consultants to
carry out assessments of your company’s site.
Moreover, part of your job would involve liaising with
potential suppliers, assessing their suitability and selecting
the ones which ﬁt in with your organization’s values and
ethical standards. For instance, you might only be dealing
with Fair Trade Companies.
If you choose to get involved with the publicity side of
CSR, you will be responsible for making sure the whole

CAREER
world knows about your
PROSPECTS
company’s efforts. You
• Strategy
would be using your
• Management
excellent PR and marketing
• Publicity
skills to make sure that all
initiatives are widelypublicized and covered in the
press. You will also be
integral to decide which community
events to sponsor and which charities your
organization should be working in partnership with.
Your career in CSR will entirely depend on your speciﬁc
employer. For instance, in some major companies you might
solely be working on publicity. However, in other
organizations, you might be getting involved with strategy,
implementation and publicity.
There is no standard entry-route into this line of work.
However, majority of the organizations will require you to
have a decent degree, commercial awareness and a strong
passion for the environment, community work and
sustainability.

COURSES

Duration

Eligibility

BBA in CSR & NGO Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in CSR & NGO Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject
related to CSR & NGO Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree
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Dinesh Azad
Store Manager at PEOPLE
Aditya Birla Group
A team player who understands the need of customers and is efﬁcient
at solving problems.
"Virtual Voyage's location is great and there is always something
amazing to do. During my time, I acquired the necessary skills and
knowledge required for retail management."

Lets help
to shop!

Retail
Management

The rising boom in the retail industry has led many academic
institutions in India to offer retail management course. Retail
management is a professional program which prepares graduates
to enter in the ﬁeld of retailing. There is a huge demand for retail
management professionals for processing of all merchandise
shipments, achieving store sales and proﬁtability, communication
with the clients to gain their satisfaction and administration of
stores. Retail is all about distribution of the product from the
manufacturer to the consumers through short and convenient
channels.
A retail management course from reputed career institutes may
fetch a dream job. With the spurt of shopping malls and
departmental stores, huge employment opportunities are
opening up in India and abroad.
Retail management courses open up job prospects in the books
and publishing industry, music stores, multiplexes, shopping
malls, garment industry and even in the processed foods
industry.

CAREER PROSPECTS
• Sales Associate
• Sales Manager
• Department Manager
• Store Manager
• Retail Manager
• Retail Buyer and Merchandiser
• Visual Merchandiser

SALIENT FEATURES:
a. The retail management program prepare students to thrive in the
industry through introduction of industry-related projects
throughout the course of study.
b. The program offers training in the area of retail and it also
includes elements of retail management skills.

• Supply Chain Distributor
• Logistics and Warehouse Manager
• Marketing Manager/Executive
• Customer Service Representative
• Merchandise Ofﬁcer/Assistant

c. The learning experience is further enhanced through training in
retail departments as well as contextual studies.

COURSES

Duration

Eligibility

BBA in Retail Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Retail Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Diploma/ C2RM (Certiﬁcate Course In Retail Management)/
Post- Graduate Diploma in Retail Management

1 Year

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject
related to Retail Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree
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Yogesh Nigam
Senior Engineer - IT Operations Windows
at FIS Solutions Software Pvt Ltd
Worked in Infosys, he is a resourceful person who works
sincerely and is practical at making decisions.
"Virtual Voyage is the best place to learn and grow. The
college's atmosphere and city ﬂair makes it a well rounded
experience "

Live the tech life
Computer Hardware is the combination of physical

devices. The

components or parts that makes the computer system.

professionals

Professionals in the hardware and networking domain

engaged in

commonly deal with various hardware components such as

R & D

chips, computer systems, motherboard, processor, RAM,

computer

o f

circuit boards, modems, external hard disks, printers and

hardware and

Hardware
& Networking

keyboards. Aspirants who wish to be successful in the ﬁeld

networks are

should be inclined towards technical and analytical ﬁeld.

known as hardware

Hardware professionals are required to look after software

and networking engineers.

installations as well as to ensure that computers work faster

Besides looking after computer

and efﬁciently. A hardware professional coupled with

maintenance, they are also liable for supervising and

networking skills always adds value to a company and is thus

designing the hardware installation and manufacturing

always preferred. Networking is the ﬁeld of computer

process. The increasing use of computer, laptops and

science that allows computers to exchange data or

internet have expanded the scope of hardware and

information. Data can be exchanged either using cable

networking sector widely.

media or wireless media. Internet is the largest example of
computer networking. Networking hardware may also be
known as network equipment or computer networking
SALIENT FEATURES:
a. The goal of the hardware courses is to offer practical knowledge
about the hardware and networking domain and add an extra edge
by training students to cope with real life situations.
b. A wide array of opportunities are available for the hardware and
networking professionals in India.

CAREER PROSPECTS
• Trainee Engineer
• Service Engineer
• Technical Support Engineer
• IT Help Desk Engineer
• Desktop Administration
• Desktop Service Technician
• Junior Engineer
• Customer Service Engineer
• Senior Engineer
• Hardware Engineer
• Laptop Engineer
• Laptop Specialist
• Tablet PC Engineer
• Tablet PC Specialist
• Online Support Engineer
• Call Center Technical Support Engineer

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Resident Engineer
Hardware Support Engineer
Team Leader
Technical Head
Technical Manager
Security Expert
Support Executive
System Administrator
Mail Server
Administrator
Web Server Administrator
Network Consultant
Manager IT Technician
Customer Support Engineer
Help Desk Executive
LAN Administrator
LAN Engineer

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LAN Technician
Linux Administrator
Messaging Specialist
Network Administrator
Network Engineer
Administrator
Security Administrator
Solution Architect
Project Manager
Project Architect
Chief Information Ofﬁcer
Network Analyst
Network Specialist
Network Technician
PC Technician
Server Specialist
System Engineer

COURSES

Duration

Eligibility

B.Sc. in Hardware & Networking

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

M.Sc. in Hardware & Networking

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

UG/ PG DIPLOMA COURSES in Hardware & Networking

1 Year

Certiﬁcate Course in Hardware & Networking

1 Year

None (Any one can do it)

Microsoft International Certiﬁcation Courses

3/4 Months

None (Any one can do it)

REDHAT International Certiﬁcation Courses

1/2 Months

None (Any one can do it)

CISCO International Certiﬁcation Courses

2/3 Months

None (Any one can do it)

Comp TIA International Certiﬁcation Courses

2/3 Months

None (Any one can do it)

Ph.D. in Science (In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject related
to Hardware & Netwroking)

3 Years

Master's Degree
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Raag Sapra
Assistant Director - Crazy Few Films
Worked on the Incredible India 2018 ad campaign, he is passionate
about cinema and the work that it takes to document stories.
"Words won't match up to what I have gained from Virtual Voyage,
the experience has been unforgettable and ineffable."

Know a creative way
of communication
Communication design is a mixed discipline between
design and information development which is concerned
with how media intervention such as printed, crafted,
electronic media or presentations communicates with
people.
A communication design approach is not only concerned
with developing the message aside from the aesthetics in
media but also with creating new media channels to ensure
the message reaches the target audience. Some designers
use graphic design and communication design
interchangeably due to overlapping skills.
It generally includes the following: Communication,
Broadcasting, Bio Communication, Computer-mediated
communication, Conversation, History of Communication,
Information Intercultural / Interpersonal / Intrapersonal
Communication, Journalism, Mass Media, Media Ecology,
Meta-Communication, Models of Communication, New
Media, Nonverbal Communication, Propaganda, Reading,

Design &
Communication
Management

Speech,
Symbol,
Telecommuni
cation, Text
and
Conversation
Theory, Writing,
Advertising, Brand
management,
Content Strategy,
Copywriting, Creative
Direction, Graphic Designing, Industrial design,
Information Architecture, Information Graphics,
Instructional Design, Marketing Communications,
Performing Arts, Presentation, Technical Writing, Visual
Arts, Architecture, Editing, Typography, Illustration, Web
Design, Animation, Advertising, Ambient Media, Visual
Identity Design and more.

COURSES

Duration

Eligibility

BBA in Design & Communication Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Design & Communication Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject related
to Design & Communication Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree

BBA in Brand Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Brand Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject
related to Brand Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree

BBA in Advertising & PR Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Advertising & PR Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject related
to Advertising & PR Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree

BBA in Media & Entertainment Business Management

3 Years

10+2 (Any Subject/ Discipline)

MBA in Media & Entertainment Business Management

2 Years

Graduation (Any Subject/ Discipline)

Ph.D. in Management (In Any speciﬁc remarkable subject related
to Media & Entertainment Business Management)

3 Years

Master's Degree

C2PDD {Certiﬁcate Course in Print & Digital Design (Level 1)}

4/6 Months

None (Any one can do it)

C2RWD {Certiﬁcate Course in Responsive Web Design (Level 2)}

4/6 Months

None (Any one can do it)

C2FED {(Certiﬁcate Coures in Front End Devevelopment (Level 3)}

4/6 Months

None (Any one can do it)

C2WD {(Certiﬁcate Course in Web Development (Level 4)}

4/6 Months

None (Any one can do it)

C3M {(Certiﬁcate Course in Comprehensive Multimedia (Level 5)}

4/6 Months

None (Any one can do it)

C2MM {Certiﬁcate Course in Multimedia (Level 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5)}

18/20Months

CAREER PROSPECTS
• PR Ofﬁcer
• Media Buyer/Seller
• Media Analyst
• Account Manager
• Graphic Designer
• Concept Artist
• Visualizer
• Web Developer

• Language Specialist
• Translator
• Speech
Communication
• Department Head
• Media Fund Raiser
• Advertising Specialist
• Content & Copy Writer
• Editing Artist

• Proof Reader
• Media Handling
Manager
• Content Designer
• Social Media Manager
• Digital Strategist
• Freelancer
• Negotiation Specialist
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Get a sneak peak of
the adventurous world
Look Out! This we say not with caution but by being
ardent. The adventure ahead already seeks you, awaiting
only your lookout and staunch decision.

National & International
Events & Activities
The best way to learn is through experience.
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Workshops by
Industry Experts
Books tell us what it is. Experts teach us how to achieve it.
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Industry Visits
Education and degrees are relevant only when you learn to apply it.
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Celebrity
Motivational Talks
Behind every success is a story of struggle, sacriﬁce,
dedication and determination.

94

Mentoring Sessions
from Academicians
The ﬁrst step to victory is winning over self.

96

Anchor best
career opportunities
with our diverse
course curriculum

www.vvu.edu.in

OTHER COURSES: • Media and Entertainment Studies • Architecture
• Management Studies • Commerce • Hotel and Hospitality Management • Arts and Humanities

OUR FEATURED COURSES:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Fashion Design
Interior Design
Mass Communication & Journalism
Digital Media Management
Events Management
Film Making
Animation & Visual Effects
Hotel Management
Performing Arts
Multimedia (Graphic & Web)
Electronic Media
Brand Management
Advertising & Public Relations Management
Aviation & Hospitality Management
Product Design
Automobile Design
User Interactive & User Experience Design
Beauty, Personal Care & Salon Management
Media & Entertainment Business Management
CSR & NGO Management
Retail Management
Hardware & Networking
Design & Communication Management

Campus - Virtual Voyage Headquarters, 4th Floor, Malhar Mega Mall, A.B. Road, Indore
www.vvu.edu.in
VirtualVoyageWorld

VirtualVoyage

bit.ly/virtualvoyagein

9300 125 126, 930 200 3300
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24+ COURSE CURRICULUMS
TO CHOOSE FROM
• Modern Day Career Courses
• More Meaningful Graduations
• BBA in New Avtars
• Trending B-School MBAs

BUSINESS ADVANTAGE
BY VIRTUE OF EXCELLENCE
AND INNOVATION
• Scientiﬁcally Designed Courses
• Result Oriented Education
• Focus on Overall Development
• Focus on Academic Excellence
• Focus on Practical Training

AS A KNOWLEDGE PARTNER
WE WILL SUPPORT YOU IN:
• Industry Ready Course Curriculum
• Marketing and Promotion
• Staff Recruitment
• Academic Delivery
• Evaluation Process
• Industry Partnerships
• Student Placement
• Automation Systems
And a lot more

WE INTEND TO PARTNER IN THE FOLLOWING CITIES: Mumbai, Navi Mumbai, Thane, Bengaluru,
Bhubaneswar, Ahmedabad, Vadodara, Amritsar, Chandigarh, Chennai, Dehradun, Delhi, Goa,
Hyderabad, Jaipur, Shillong, Kolkata, Lucknow, Nagpur, Patna, Pune, Raipur, Ranchi, Varanasi

VIRTUAL VOYAGE HEADQUARTERS: 4th Floor, Malhar Mega Mall, Near C21 Mall, Indore. M.P.
Call: 93023 24000 | www.vvu.edu.in

AN OPPORTUNITY
FOR THE PROGRESSIVE
PRIVATE
UNIVERSITIES
PARTNER WITH US AND GROW YOUR
REVENUE AND CURRICULUM BY ADDING AN ARRAY
OF EXCITING MODERN DAY CAREER COURSES
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Adopt a

Adopt a
ACADEMY OF REVOLUTION

You can make
a child a winner.
Just needed, a little support.
A journey to one’s desired career is a road

tools. It’s this realization that drove Virtual

of immense hard work. It’s no easy feat.

Voyage to launch ‘Adopt A Child’. As the

Moreover, difﬁculties only multiply when

name suggests, we seek corporate and

one doesn’t have enough resources. Even

social entities to ‘adopt a child’ as in fund

after mapping a long way right from

half of talented and deserving students’

schooling (which still stands to be one of the

tuition to help them with their education.

major problems of developing India), the

By the term 'Adopt A Child',we want you to

bridge, only seems to be broken.

help every such child who deserves success
but fails in achieving it due to his/her fragile

There’s a dreamer who wish to become a

ﬁnancial condition. Let’s help as many as

designer, yet have no ruler. That one who

we can. After all, alone we can do little but

has beautiful stories to tell and fantasies to

together we can do so much!

make you wonderstruck has no animation

The Go Through Of Adopt A Child
• Corporate, social entities or individuals can join and fund 50% of the student’s tuition.
• Virtual Voyage funds the other 50% of the student’s tuition.

Let’s make their dreams come true and ﬁll in the gap of their broken bridge!
Contact : Vasudha Vaidya Email :- cmd@vvv.edu.in Contact: 93023 24000
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Admission Procedure
The admission process at Virtual Voyage comprises of the following steps:
STEP 1:- Come And Meet Us
Admission seekers are requested to explore our web
presence (speciﬁcally Website and Facebook Page) and
for further queries and assistance, they must come and
meet our course coordinators at our city ofﬁce or at
campus premises. They can also call/ SMS/ whatsapp us
at 9300920000 for scheduling a prior appointment.

STEP 2:- Fill The Enquiry Form
During the candidate’s visit to the city ofﬁce/ campus
premises, they have to ﬁll the enquiry form which gives
us an overview and opportunity to determine the true
potential of the prospective candidate. While
undergoing this process, candidates can even request
for a counseling session with the higher authorities and
can possibly get guidance on any speciﬁc queries, in
person.
This includes all personal and educational details; the
interest area, course that student is applying for,
educational background, eligibility for scholarships,
place where candidate is hailing from and much more.
The information provided in the form further supports
us in administering the right career guidance and what
the applicant hopes to seek. This also allows the
admission committee to evaluate sincerity of the
candidate.

STEP 3:- Ask for Experts’ Guidance
As mentioned earlier, the candidate can request a free
counseling session by the team of experts; Counselors,
Career Specialists, Psychometric Analysis Experts etc.
Our career advisors provide complete and detailed
information about all the disciplines & consider the
student’s wishes/choices on various appropriate career
prospects.
With proper career counseling by experts on request,
student can ﬁnd the right career option. It can help
students clear all the doubts by giving them a clear cut
view of what they can expect from various courses.
Some students might have preconceived beliefs about
certain ﬁelds; counseling session helps students and
parents to overcome these by bridging the gap between
facts & myths associated with creative ﬁelds; enabling
them to take the decision with full conﬁdence, clarity
and faith.
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STEP 4:- Campus Visit
The importance of campus visit cannot be undermined
rather the visit is crucial and important in choosing the
right college.
There are number of institutes which provide such an
education that submerges merely in 4-6-8-10 roomed
campus, still they call themselves a college. Visit our
campus and understand the difference between any
tiny institute/ academy/ class and a grand/ huge lavish
education hub like Virtual Voyage.
Visiting a campus gives an opportunity to get ﬁrsthand
view and answers to important questions. Which you
even don’t ask or want to ask.It helps to get true feel of
the environment and students studying along with a
chance to evaluate ambience, facilities, social life,
culture and academics of the College.

STEP 5:- Personal Interview
This allows the Admission Committee to evaluate how
sincere and diligent you are towards your career.
This particular round clariﬁes every bit of confusion
between the applicant and our admission cell. It is
basically held to examine candidate’s efﬁciency and
capabilities which can further help him to cope-up with
the guidelines of Virtual Voyage. Further, through this
interview the candidates are expected to showcase their
aspirations, motivations and achievements till date in
order to obtain a transparent picture of them. This one
on one discussion helps the interviewee to determine
applicant’s competency and aptness for the course of his
choice.
It provides unique information for assessment
generally not apparent on the written enquiry form.
Students in turn get an opportunity to discuss their
personal goals, academic interests, readiness for
college, and reasons for their selection.

STEP 6:- Admission
Process Formalities
The wrap-up of all formalities involves ﬁlling of the
admission form and submitting all the listed documents
along with the fee in admission cell.

STEP 7:- Congratulate
yourself for joining Virtual
We welcome you on board.

An ideology passed
down by a visionary
Torchbearer – Father Of Mr. Abhay Jain
Shri Rajendra Kumarji Jain
“The Fruits of success grow on the tree of hard
work. Life is an endless journey and at every phase
we learn something new." Such are the thoughts of
this great man, father of Mr. Abhay Jain (founder of
Virtual Voyage College). A successful farmer who is
passionate about education and believes that there
is no age of learning has set an example by
completing his 12th with his son (Mr. Abhay Jain).
He further pursued BA, LLB, LLM, and M.phil and still aspires to do PHD at the
age of 56! He says, "There should not be any excuse for education. Leaders think
about the opportunities of tomorrow rather than focusing on the problems of the
past. To think like a leader, you must practice 'idealization' in each area of your life.
Begin by imagining that you have no limitations at all on what you can be, do, or
have."
On behalf of the organization, he further states; “We value every individual in our
care and it is our aim to provide the best possible environment in which children
can succeed. We are fortunate to have a talented, highly committed teaching and
support staff here to ensure the learning environment for our students is the best."
We seek to instill in our students a passion for learning that will bring the knowledge
and understanding they will need to make a positive contribution to the
communities in which they live and work. We encourage high academic standards
and have high expectations of personal discipline and motivation from our
students. These are the keys to success in life after school.
Virtual Voyage College of Art, Design, Media and Management is a vibrant learning
community that encourages a three-way partnership between students, parents
and the college. The strength of that partnership is reﬂected in the success of our
students. We look forward to a great culmination of your talent with our teaching
and support. Wish you all the best!
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K N O W L E D G E PA R T N E R

VIRTUAL VOYAGE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PVT. LTD.
City oﬃce: 4th Floor, Malhar Maga Mall, Near C-21 Mall, A.B. Road, Indore (MP)
Email : info@vvu.edu.in | Website : www.vvu.edu.in | fb.com/virtualvoyage
Helpline: 9300 9300 11, 9300 9200 00

